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ABSTRACT 
The projec t repor t aim s a t assessin g burn t brick s projec t an d it s effect s t o people' s 
livelihood an d environmen t i n Balizukw a Communit y in Misungw i District , Mwanz a 
region. 
There ar e differen t type s o f buildin g material s whic h ar e wel l know n an d use d 
worldwide. Som e of these materials ar e locall y available and some have to be improved 
from other countries. 
In the ongoin g drive for utilization o f local building materials, burnt cla y bricks play an 
important role . In Tanzania suitable clay for brick making is found in many parts of the 
country. Burn t cla y brick s are a  hig h quality building materia l whic h ca n b e use d fo r 
load-bearing walls . Thi s materia l therefor e provide s a  lon g ter m technica l solutio n to 
structural walling . Th e productio n o f bricks reduces constructio n cost s a s th e emplo y 
utilization o f loca l materials , nee d smal l capita l investment , smal l transpor t costs , 
extremely good and permanent an d i t offers hig h opportunities fo r employment . Indeed , 
bricks ar e th e bes t existin g walling materials . Althoug h th e initia l investmen t migh t be 
higher i n som e cases , th e tota l lif e cycl e cost s ar e lowe r tha n mos t o f th e buildin g 
materials that are in use today. 
Various measure s hav e bee n take n b y th e governmen t o f Tanzani a an d Balizukw a 
community based organizatio n on this sid e to eradicat e th e proble m but th e situatio n is 
still no t favorabl e fo r huma n livin g standar d a s th e cas e o n wha t factor s hinder s th e 
development and growth of the burnt brick projects i n the community and the Balizukw a 
CBO a s a  case study . The study examined the contributio n of Burnt Bric k Projec t to th e 
xviii 
people's livelihoo d and environmental conservation . I t also went o n looking into ways of 
enhancing the capacity of the CBO S an d the communities in 5 villages of Misungwi ward 
on the entrepreneurship skills, housing micro-enterprises an d brick making knowledge. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMAR Y 
B A L I Z U K W A i s a  community-based organization dealing with productio n and sellin g 
of burn t bricks . Th e ide a o f starting thi s projec t wa s conceive d as a  resul t o f advers e 
income povert y i n th e community . Thi s income-generatin g projec t aim s a t improving 
their living standards . Th e choice of the project relied upon on the prevailing situation in 
the projec t are a (Missungwi ) tha t i s densel y populate d an d constraine d with , extrem e 
poverty, poor environment and poor houses. 
The surve y wa s conducte d t o solici t informatio n abou t th e performanc e o f micr o 
enterprises an d burn t bric k projec t i n Misungw i war d b y drawin g a  cas e exampl e o f 
B A L I Z U K W A CB O dealin g with small-scale brunt brick project. 
To realiz e fina l product s o f the researc h i n view o f the stud y objectives , the followin g 
research question s were used for gathering data: What are the major factor s affectin g the 
effectiveness o f the CB O member s involve d i n the burn t brick s project? Ho w does th e 
brick makin g project outcome s hav e affecte d th e livelihoo d o f burnt brick s makers? , 
Which ra w materials ar e use d fo r brick making ? Are there any alternative material s fo r 
brick burnin g easil y accesse d t o al l communit y members ? Wha t ar e th e procedure s 
applied fo r provision o f housing micro - credi t and for improving the lo w cost housing 
initiatives an d the economi c status of CB O members. , Wha t problems doe s the projec t 
cause to the environment? To reach the goal the researcher use d different method s such 
as Focuse d grou p discussion , Observation , Fac e t o fac e interview , o n wha t ar e ke y 
factors, which lead to poor living standard o f the CB O members . 
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The surve y is geared t o identif y challenges, propose solution s and recommendation fo r 
improving th e micr o enterprises an d burnt bric k secto r a s ke y strategy toward s povert y 
reduction. 
Findings and their analysis, reviels that three factors were identified as hindering blocks 
in th e burn t bric k industry . Thes e includ e inadequate ra w material s (natura l resource s 
energy), A s a resul t o f adverse weathe r conditio n there had been lo w rainfall intensit y 
(drought) tha t resiste d th e growt h o f natura l vegetatio n cove r an d padd y production , 
which are the major source of energy for rice husks and fuel wood used for making burnt 
bricks. 
As th e burn t bric k projec t i s concerne d an d rura l base d i n nature , ther e ha s bee n 
unpleasant implementatio n status attributed t o lac k of capital, inadequat e ra w materials, 
poor working tools and techniques, limite d time and low level o f community awarenes s 
on burnt bricks activities. 
Literature reviews focuses o n the concep t o f alternative raw materials fo r burning bricks 
likewise the identification and use of energy saver burning kilns. There are many policies 
concerning buildin g material s industry , appropriat e technology , housing , environment , 
poverty reduction , micro-enterprise s an d rura l econom y tha t focuse d o n people s 
development, but the problem was how to put these in practice. 
The Monitorin g an d Evaluation was don e throug h Focused Group Discussion an d fiel d 
visits, during monitoring and evaluation, I was able to assess the outputs realize d and the 
results realize d by th e bun t bric k projec t an d se t procedure s fo r sustainin g the projec t 
benefits. 
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The stud y ha s explore d th e ke y factor s affectin g th e performanc e o f th e burn t bric k 
project an d it s relationship to the micro-enterprises . I t i s clearly noted by the stud y that 
working i n groups suc h a s thos e in the B A L I Z U K W A CB O increase s th e securit y and 
morale o f working effectively . The stud y urges the rura l community to establis h many 
CBOS, whic h ma y foste r thei r incom e generatin g activitie s (micro-enterprises ) a s 
mechanisms for combating poverty and improve the standard of living. 
However, most rural community have developed desire to build permanent house s using 
burnt bricks, whose costs is cheap, and can be produced using locally available materials. 
Finally, thi s stud y ha s achieve d it s objectives , thoug h ther e ar e gap s that nee d furthe r 
research. Th e stud y recommendation s shal l b e applie d by polic y maker s an d decision 
makers t o improv e th e standar d o f livin g amon g th e rura l communit y b y havin g 
permanent houses , earnin g good incomes, enhancing capacities of micro-enterprises an d 
conserving the environment. 
CHAPTER ONE 
COMMUNITY NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
Community Needs Assessment (CNA) is a community development and planning tool that can be 
used by any target community to identify and assess its needs and gaps in relation to the available 
resources an d opportunities. In identifying communit y needs among the burn t bricks makers, the 
researcher i n collaboratio n wit h gathere d dat a require d fo r developin g communit y baselin e 
information. Initially , the CE D studen t prepare d the checklist s for collecting baseline information 
through questionnaires, documentar y reports an d by his direct observation. The gathered dat a was 
later analyzed before the researcher presented findings and results as explored in this chapter. 
This stud y assesses the contributio n of the burn t bricks project toward s improvin g community' s 
livelihood and its effects th e surroundin g environment. It also looks into effective, environmental 
friendly an d sustainable loca l technologie s o f burning bricks. BALIZUKW A Communit y Based 
Organization (CBO) based in Misungwi district implements the burnt brick project. 
Balizukwa is one among various CBOs dealing with burnt bricks and housing micro-enterprises in 
Misungwi district. The choice of this community originated on the ground that the CBO has a long 
term experience in doing this project that aims at promoting low cost housing and improve group 
members' and communities' standard of living. 
1.1 Communit y Profil e 
Missungwi district is situated on the southern part of the region along the western shores o f Lake 
Victoria about 45km from Mwanza City. The district has 2728 square km of which 2553 square km 
are dry land and the rest 175 square km is covered by water. 
The district has a population of about 100,00 0 people (2002 census) with about 32,678 residents of 
Missungwi ward. 
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Balizukwa Communit y Based Organizatio n i s locate d i n Majeng o hamlet , Misungw i war d in 
Missungwi village. Misungwi village is among 5 villages forming the Misungwi ward. 
The other villages include Lubuga and Iteja on the south; to the East is Mwambola, to the North is 
Mapilinga an d t o th e Sout h West i s Nange village . Missungw i Distric t i s one o f eight district s 
forming the Mwanz a region. The Balizukwa CB O wa s established in 1995 and registered in 1996 
under th e distric t communit y developmen t offic e i n Misungw i district . Th e CB O has fiftee n 
members, of which 10 are men and five women. It s major activities include making and selling of 
burnt bric k around th e war d and i t acts as on e o f the popula r brick dissemination centres in the 
District. Th e CB O member s ar e ver y committed in their dail y responsibilities and perform thei r 
activities in good and encouraging relation among each other. The CBO work s in an environment 
where there also other institutions including the market which supplies the daily domestic goods for 
the community not excluding the organization members. Th e availability of transportation syste m 
allows eas y communicatio n withi n an d outsid e th e district . Othe r institution s includ e Police , 
CDTTI, TTCL , Hospital , TANESCO , MRHP , Aid e E T Action, Court , Care International, I F AD, 
and Missungwi Secondary. 
However, th e CB O need s to strengthe n the projec t b y involvin g yout h on the projec t activities. 
Youth are equally affected by the poor habitation, unemployed and have limited income-generating 
(entrepreneurship) opportunities . Thi s will a s wel l contribut e t o the sustainabilit y of the project . 
Also youths are the active population and contributes big share in the whole population. Generally , 
youths have courage and many expectations, thus their involvement in project activities can greatly 
contribute towards realizing project outputs and results. 
1.1.1. Socio- Economic and Environmental factors: 
In spit e of poor rains and high temperature, Misungwi is one of the most productive districts in the 
region. Its prominent activities are agriculture, livestock, mines, fishing and transportation. 
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The majo r occupatio n i s farmin g whic h i s 85 % of the populatio n within workin g age relie s on 
agriculture and cattle rearing. Cotton is the major cash crops, followed by maize, rice and millet for 
food crops . Other crops are potatoes, cassava beans, and fruits lik e mangoes, pa w paws etc.Som e 
people in district are engaged wit h small-scale mining activities such as gold and diamond. Others 
deal with petty Businessmen/Traders and few fishermen along the eastern shores of Lake Victoria. 
For education sector , there are abou t 11 0 primary schools scattered ove r the district , at least each 
village has a  primary school. Also, there are eleven secondary schools , four colleges and one zone 
research centr e a t Ukiriguru , al l of which constitute t o the poo l o f institutions in the district . On 
health services , ther e ar e thirty-on e dispensaries , fou r healt h centre s an d tw o Hospitals . These 
health services provide both curative and preventive services for the entire district population. 
The per capita income of the district residents i s estimated at Tshs. 200,000/= per annum generate d 
from the distric t gros s domesti c produc t base d o n the populatio n census o f 2002. Mos t o f th e 
incomes accrued from various peoples' productive activities are used for food, clothing, health and 
children education services . The income is not satisfactor y becaus e the rati o i s very little for the 
family' survival . 
1.2. Objective s of the Study 
The main study purpose i s to solici t information about th e performance o f micro enterprises an d 
burnt brick project in Misungwi district by drawing a case example of BALIZUKWA CB O dealing 
with small-scal e brun t bric k project. I t i s geare d t o identif y challenges , propos e solution s an d 
recommendation fo r improving the micro enterprises an d burnt brick sector as key strategy toward 
poverty reduction . Th e collecte d informatio n an d finding s ar e usefu l fo r makin g choice s an d 
decisions by various stakeholder s fo r polic y formulatio n in the micro-enterpris e an d burnt brick 
sector. 
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1.2 . 2 Immediate Objectives 
(i) T o determine factors affecting the burnt bricks project in Misungwi ward. 
(ii) T o determine environmental problems caused by the project. 
(iii) T o device effective local interventions to respond to the identified problems. 
1.2.3 Researc h Questions 
To realize final products of the research in view of the above study objectives, the following are the 
research questions designed to be applied for gathering data: 
1. Wha t are the major factors affecting the effectiveness o f the CB O members involved in the 
burnt bricks project? 
2. Ho w does the brick making project outcome s have affected th e livelihoo d of burnt bricks 
makers? 
3. Whic h raw materials are used for brick making? Are there any alternative materials for brick 
burning easily accessed to all community members? 
4. Wha t are the procedures applied for provision of housing micro - credi t and for improving 
the low cost housing initiatives and the economic status of CBO members. 
5. Wha t problems does the project cause to the environment? 
1.2.4 Significanc e of the Study 
This study provided an opportunity for gathering baseline information useful for scaling up of the 
burnt brick projects while making use of the best practices and taking into consideration the limiting 
factors from the past experience. This will enable the community to use appropriate technology that 
is environmental friendly towards enhancing the communit y economic development. As well th e 
practical experiences are crucial for making informed decisions by all the stakeholders involved. 
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1.2.5 Limitation s o f the Study 
(i) Du e to limited time, the stud y was done in short time contrary to what was ought to be 
done given its nature and operational steps. Thi s being the case , the researcher couldn' t 
reach as many stakeholders as possible whom would further enrich the study. 
(ii) Durin g data collection , som e participants were stil l busy with farm activities, so it was 
hard for them to attend regularly and provide required information. Most of the time, the 
study schedule was postponed and thus the survey report was delayed. 
(iii) Lac k of funds to finance some of the planned activities and those emerged in the process 
that would have been better if adequate fund could be available. This actually affected the 
quality of the study and its information gathered. 
However, the researche r containe d the abov e limitations using his long experience, integrity and 
sometimes the resources available under him. 
1.3. Characteristic s of the Survey 
The stud y comprise d o f 6 0 respondents , from  a  wid e rang e o f stakeholde r group s suc h a s 
government officials , othe r burnt brick makers and community representatives. Th e methodology 
for the study was a combination of both qualitative and quantitative methods and tools. 
1.3.1 Surve y Methods 
1.3.1.1. Focus Grou p Discussion 
In gettin g th e communit y needs, I  use d th e focuse d grou p metho d b y using developed leading 
questions tha t guide d me t o shar e idea s wit h th e communit y members. Th e FG D method wa s 
conducted in a participatory manor in which various issues were raised with the CBO members and 
the community . Issues were ranked and those that scored most were picked up as community felt 
needs. Th e method was also used when trying to know the type of leadership employed by the 
CBO and the role of local governments to assist brick makers- entrepreneurs t o be a success and 
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during th e proces s o f identifyin g need s an d problem s i n whic h th e CB O members an d som e 
community members participated fully. The group involved five people including the village leader, 
a counci l representative , MRH P staf f a s wel l a s th e grou p members . Th e group' s chairperso n 
chaired th e meetin g tha t facilitate d by th e researcher . Th e researche r aske d question s an d th e 
members responded where every member was given equal opportunity to participate and clarifie d 
some points where necessary. 
1.3.1.2. Face to face interview. 
This surve y technique helpe d the researche r t o crosscheck the responses an d views given by the 
respondents. A s some of the interviewees could not read and write, he read the questions to them 
and recorded their responses and clarified i f their responses were correct. 
At th e sam e momen t th e researche r whil e interviewin g people, observe d th e actua l situation , 
environment, and changes in livelihood that has occurred as a result of the burnt brick project in the 
area and the rate of natural resources depletion and effects o n the environment in the project area. 
During baselin e informatio n collectio n fo r example , I  Interviewe d th e Mwanz a Rura l Housing 
Program Technicia n Mr, C. Lukambula on burnt brick s projects an d incom e generating group s 
well-being and are supervised and monitored. He gave me a brief account of the procedures that all 
CBOs supervise d b y Distric t Communit y Development departmen t an d fo r thos e wit h incom e 
generation, environmental conservation and Technical aspect MRHP assisting them while SACCOs 
follow under the district Co-operative department. H e further informed me that the registration was 
done by Community Development office. 
1.3.1.3. Semi-structured interview 
Semi-structured interview is a flexible kin d o f a questionnaire that a researcher ask s respondent s 
according to the nature and situation of discussion between the respondents an d researcher. 
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Various questions ca n be aske d a t onc e without the nee d o f repetition. This kin d o f survey was 
applied for interviewing community member and Brick makers in the area in which the Balizukwa 
CBO i s operating. There were many questions though during the interview some skipped because 
had similar meaning or which has been covered in previous questions Interview guide. 
1.3.2 Surve y instruments/tools 
The surve y Instrumen t ha s variou s tool s use d t o collec t informatio n suc h a s questionnaires , 
interview metho d suc h a s face-to-fac e interview , an d focuse d grou p discussion . Durin g dat a 
gathering process , th e intervie w guid e wa s applie d t o elici t informatio n an d view s from 
respondents. Give n the situation of respondents and their level of education and daily involvement, 
the researcher di d not handle over to them free questionnaires fo r those who were not able to fill ; 
instead he worked with them through focused discussion on key issues of the study. 
The following tools were used to extract Primary data. Primary information are those collected by 
the researche r from  th e respondent s using a questionnaire o r unstructured interview s assisted by 
observations. Variou s method s o f collectin g primar y dat a wer e use d a t differen t occasion s 
depending on the need and convenience of both the respondents and researcher. 
1.3.3 Sampl e selection procedure 
1.3.3.1. Sample size and selection 
A probabilit y sample is one in which each person in the population has an equal chance of being 
selected. Th e resulting sample i s said to be representative. I n this stratifie d sampling have been 
used to get al l 15 CBO members involve d and increase sample size and representation from each 
group. Simple random sampling used to chances give equal to other members of the control groups 
to participat e i n th e survey . Th e CB O population wa s smal l t o b e vali d fo r drawin g sound 
generalized conclusions. Hence, I decided to increase it by selecting a random sample from the 
entire population. 
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This wa s don e purposefull y i n order t o hav e reliabl e informatio n regarding th e proble m unde r 
study. However the survey involved 60 participants of whom 15 from CBO members, 1 0 ward and 
district officials , an d 35 community members wer e chosen through non-random procedures (Non 
probability o r stratifie d rando m sampling) . Th e rest 35 respondents were selecte d from among 
community members using probability-sampling procedures. 
1.3.3.2. Stratified random sampling: 
Stratified random sampling was chosen and put into use in regards to the nature of the sample size. 
Generally speaking dealing with only the population of the survey constituting just 1 5 burnt bricks 
entrepreneurs out of about 1210 4 of the village population makes i t for the sample to be too small 
and real un- reliable to produce scientificall y generalize sound conclusions over the existing causal 
and effect relationship between the tested variables. To this point it is therefore justified to increase 
the sample size out side the Organization. However, the survey was identified to be cross-sectional 
because i t involve d 100 % of the CB O populatio n as respondent s and activ e participant s i n the 
project activities implementation. 
By using of sample frame selection technique th e population was sub-divided into sub- groups or 
sub-sets. Then, simple random selection procedures were used to get a given number of respondents 
from each group of respondents depending on the type of information needed. Purposeful sampling 
procedures were undertaken based on the prevailed state of affair as depicted below; 
(i) The groups here in referred wer e considered to contain some specific information needed a s 
far a s housing micro- enterprise concerns . Som e are key persons wh o supervise appropriat e 
housing program s a t distric t an d Commercia l Banks lik e NMB - Micro-credi t schem e i n 
charge/ Bank Manager. 
(ii) To increase sampl e size which is very important to the precision and accuracy of the survey 
findings validity. 
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(iii) Th e groups chosen had to act as control elements to be able to compare and contrast CB O 
members' responses . 
(iv) Stratifie d random samplin g has proved to be of high quality more precis e tha n simpl e 
random sampling technique. 
(v) It permits the researcher t o choose a sample that represents various groups and patterns of 
characteristics in the desired proportions. 
1.3.3.3. Simple random sampling: 
This method in the contex t of this survey wa s applied to get a representative sampl e from each 
sub- set of the sample frame. Those respondents chose n to increase the sample size apart from the 
CBO members acts as control elements i n the case of true experiments as it is in the case of hard 
science experiments. This is done purposefully so as to test the validity of developed hypotheses in 
its broader context in relation to the theory of housing micro-enterprise in Tanzania. 
1.3.4. Psychometric s characteristics 
The psychometrics characteristics enable d the researcher t o determine qualitie s of a good survey 
and t o quantif y th e precision of the measurement o f qualitative concepts , suc h a s program 
beneficiary satisfaction. To ensure reliability of data, the following ways are used: 
i . Intr a observe r measure s th e suitabilit y of response ove r tim e i n the sam e individua l 
respondent. T o ensure tha t th e tool wa s reliable and it composed o f set questions, a 
respondent wa s interviewed and again after on e week the sam e respondent wa s asked the 
same question but rephrased in order to find out if the information collected was the same. 
ii . Interobserve r wa s used; her e question s wer e formulate d an d asked t o two different 
respondents a t different times to check if the responses collecte d were the same. 
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1.3.4.1 Validity 
To ensure validity the researcher used the following : 
1. Fac e validity to measure causa l review of how good an item or group of items appears. I 
assessed individuals with no training in the subject matter and provide the same information. 
2. Content , formal expert review of how good an item or series of items appear. 
3. I  used this to assess the individuals wit h knowledge in some aspec t o f the subjec t unde r 
study and get some required information. 
1.3.4.2. Internal validity 
In order to ensure both internal and external validity was first to ask myself This question; " Am' I 
real tracking on the right truck in asking the type of questions or I am out of the point" Simply I had 
to make self evaluation before evaluating the interrelationship between one variable and another in 
the field during data collection 
1.3.4.3. External validity: 
External validity addresses the issue of being able to generalize the results of your study to other 
times, places, and persons. Her e in it is ensured because befor e usin g the questionnaire I have 
asked other professional in the field and also some key informants among the chosen sample frame 
to see how common the questions are understood. 
1.3.5. Scale: 
Different scale s were used to measure the scores of the questions asked. This entails the message in 
other word content is the topic of study. The rating/ranking scale was used where the respondent s 
were asked to rank their responses according to degree and the seriousness of the problem towards 
hindering housing micro-enterprises development. For example, Lack of capital hinders the 
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development o f housing micro-enterprise. Ranking 1.higher , 2.high , 3.medium, and 4.1ow were 
applied to determine the rating scale. 
Ordinal Scale: Thes e are responses tha t need the respondent t o put the answers to the questions 
asked in a rank order. This means that the most important one or relevant to the surve y problem 
could be rated number 1 ; the next number 2; and so on up to the las t option available on the list. 
Example, problems hinders burnt bricks project developmen t and growth in Misungwi war d are 
tested by responding to the following statement; "  inadequate materials for burning bricks is among 
the mai n factor s contributin g to th e problem s facin g burn t bric k maker s an d housin g micro -
enterprises i n Misungwi ward. High, Medium, or Low, such rating scale would provide an ordinal 
measurement i n this particular survey. On the other hand, if the measure o f individual respondent 
whether strongly agrees with this statement is rated using (agree, disagree, or strongly disagree). I n 
the two above sited examples if applied as is applied in the questionnaire of this survey indicate that 
the evaluation have used an ordinal measure. 
Interval scale: An interval scale is one in which adjoining units on the scale are always equidistant 
from each other, no matter where they are on the scale. When these measurements ar e used choices 
and distances between numbers have a  real meaning. For example; amount o f loans provided to 
clients by a MRHP Fun d may be placed in intervals. Such as; Tshs 500,000/= difference between 
Tshs 500,000/ = an d Tshs . 400,000/ = pe r yea r mean s th e sam e a s th e differenc e betwee n 
Tshs.700,000/= and Tshs.800,000/= per year. Her e what matters is existence of similar interval of 
difference between one figure and the other regardless the total sum. 
1.3.5.1. How Study questions were weighted: 
The questions were composed in such way that they answered directly the research problem and 
they looke d fo r informatio n that relate s t o surve y objectives . Th e syste m use d t o compos e 
questions ensured that various scale measure were used such as; rating, check list as High, 
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Medium, an d Low or agree , disagree , or strongly disagree to enable the evaluator to compare 
among various tested phenomenon relationship to research problem. 
1.3.5.2. Reliability o f Research instruments 
This is a statistical measure o f the reproducibility of the data gathered by the survey instrument. In 
survey reliability used to describe the abilit y of the tools used being able to observe measure and 
examine the phenomenon unde r the study . The question reads that: How does lack of fuel wood 
affects small-scal e burnt brick development in Misungwi Village? 
If the total is reliable the same question can be used to test the effect o f the same variable around 
the projec t area . Thi s implie s that whereve r simila r phenomen a ar e measured whethe r bein g 
different sample in same population or another population; the results should remain the same. 
Each group studied is independent o f the other, the assumption before the treatment begins is that 
each grou p i s equivalent t o the other an d repeated measur e comparison s design s i s used for 
example, pre-test, post design, or pre-test intervention, post test design. 
1.3.5.3 Stability: 
Stability of a measure ensure s that research results obtained represent; activities , thoughts, Views , 
opinions, belief s an d knowledg e of the rea l worl d (Clas s handout, 2006) . Lik e reliability , als o 
stability of a tool means that particular tool has been pre-tested before actual use. 
Al l type s o f guide interview to collect information from Balizukw a housing micro-enterprise and 
other strata of the sample, each question in that tool is proved to produce common responses as pilot 
test confirmed. In establishing stability of researcher's tool s of data collection a single question for 
example "what is your occupation" was asked to more than one respondent i n one category of the 
respondents i n the first sample an d for the secon d time the same questio n was asked to another 
group. Th e respons e i n both case s indicate d commo n understanding tha t i t refers t o differen t 
occupation of the respondent . 
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1.3.6 Equivalence : 
In order to establish equivalence in my survey design the followin g points were considered in the 
subsequent planning processes prior to actual data collection exercise; 
Each grou p of variables studied is independent o f the other , the plan of expected results wil l b e 
concerned with results of a group subjects, I  made a pre- assumption before th e treatment begins 
that, each group studied is equivalent to the other, and that, repeated measure comparisons design is 
made. 
1.4. Dat a processing and analysis: 
Three main techniques o f data processing after bein g organized that have been used to present , 
analyze and interpret information in the text. Those methods are; 
(i) . SPSS 
This was used to code the data group into frequencies, analyze and finally interpret in terms of bar 
chart graphs, which have been applied in this text since the first Chapter in problem identification. 
(ii) Comparison groups: 
These hav e bee n use d t o compar e an d contras t response s fro m CB O member s agains t control 
groups so as to have generalized valid conclusions over studied phenomena. 
(iii) Percentages and Ratios: 
This method have been used to indicate levels of feelings of participants over a certain variable 
tested in relation to its negative effect to the survival rate of housing micro- entrepreneurs . 
Before conductin g this survey , I  gathere d th e baselin e informatio n as secondar y dat a tha t later 
helped me to know the prevailing situation in the community and I was able to select what were the 
most pressing issues to be shared with the respondents i n the project area. 
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1. 5. Presentation and Discussion: 
The actua l exercis e o f the communit y needs assessment was plane d an d accomplishe d through 
participatory approaches. Th e planning session brought together some communit y members, who 
sat together in a planning panel. I initiated the planning process, which was done using Participatory 
Rural appraisa l technique. Th e benefit o f using this method is that every participant gets an equal 
chance o f giving her o r his views about wha t ar e the basi c needs for brick makers an d need fo r 
prosperity in their business. 
The community members throug h votin g approved th e identifie d needs. This needs assessment 
includes both the Balizukwa CBO members and six individuals within the brick making community 
who actively participated i n the proces s o f needs assessments. The forum included local leader s 
such as th e War d executiv e officer s an d Villag e executiv e officer s unde r th e supervisio n of the 
MRHP. A s it was not necessary to involve every member of the community, but a village assembly 
was convened and the target community was just the Balizukwa CBO with 15 members. Th e entire 
community members benefited directly from actual implementation of the research project . 
In summary afte r al l the process , th e identifie d community needs based o n the existin g situation 
were as follows: 
i . Th e community suffers from inadequate ra w materials for burning of bricks in their areas. Thus 
they build temporary houses using tree poles, mud and thatched grass. Burnt bricks and cements 
seem t o be expensive . The area i s within the sem i -arid zone (betwee n 50 0 mmm-700 mm), 
which receives inadequate bimoda l rains. Thus facing unfavourable agricultura l climate, poor 
vegetation cover and trees for use as raw materials for brick making industry. 
i i . Ther e is persistent incom e poverty among the community members a s they rely upon farming 
activities to earn their annual income. They have limite d capital to run smoothly their housing 
micro-enterprises. 
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i i i . Th e community members are living in extended families with big family size that escalates their 
poverty magnitude especially in hard times of severe drought. 
iv. Communit y needed comes true because of members' low levels of education. Most of the young 
population hold s primar y education ; th e wome n (45% ) an d som e olde r peopl e ha d neve r 
attended forma l education . I n thi s sense , the y lac k basi c educatio n couple d wit h 
entrepreneurship skill s to manage their micro- enterprises and bricks making projects. 
Based on the above situation, the community needs identified included: 
(i) T o have reliabl e source o f income and working capita l to run the burn t bric k projec t 
smoothly (access to credit facilities). 
(ii) Availabilit y of adequate bricks burning materials such as fuel wood, rice husks. 
(iii) Th e CBO members to be exposed to entrepreneurship skills . 
(iv) T o secure permanent sites, shelter for brick making industry. 
(v) Communit y awareness on using burnt brick product. 
Together with my participation at the initia l formulation stage of the BALIZUKW A CB O being a 
community development specialist , I selected this project a s case stud y to hold my survey. This 
represents the entire community and those involved in burnt brick making. 
1.6. Finding s and Analysis of the Study: 
This section provides the finding s and results of the survey , it provides an analysis based on the 
specific issues addressed of the study in responding to the respondents' views and literature review 
including policies abiding these issues. The methods use d to analyses these data were exce l and 
Statistical Package for Socia l Scientist s (SPSS), which are key technique in both quantitative and 
qualitative research. 
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1.6.1. Respondent Characteristics and Groupings : 
However durin g th e actua l surve y 6 0 respondent s identifie d usin g stratifie d rando m samplin g 
method t o assess whether th e problems identified by the CBO s wer e the rea l problems that they 
considered t o b e th e problems . Thes e problem s ar e hinderin g the housin g micro-enterprise s i n 
Misungwi village especially in initiating burnt bricks businesses an d their prosperity of the already 
established businesses . Peopl e were interviewed , among these 1 5 were CB O members , fro m th e 
CBO members 1 0 (67%) are women and 5(33%) are men. 1 0 respondents consulted were district 
officials include d government an d non- government organizatio n leaders 4(40%) , were women 6 
(60%>) were men, 35 community members wer e interviewed and from them 5(14% ) were women 
and 30(86%)) were men. 
The age distributio n and educatio n statu s of respondents consulted durin g the surve y depic t th e 
following features : 
Table No-1 Age and Education Status of Respondents. 
Age distribution Respondents' education levels 
Age group Number % Non formal Primary Secondary Higher 
18-30 yrs 20 33.3 - 6 14 -
31-43yrs 25 41.7 2 11 10 2 
44-56 yrs 9 15 2 2 2 3 
57 +above 6 10 3 2 1 -
Total 60 100 7(11.7%) 21(35%) 27(45%) 5(8.3%) 
Source: Compiled by a researcher 
From the above table, its shows that the majority of the respondents had secondary education 45% 
and primary education (35%) , the fe w had non-formal education especiall y those who never had 
primary education, those with higher level of education preferably post secondary level in colleges 
and universitie s wer e 5(8.3%)) . Therefore , base d o n ag e grou p distributio n and thei r level s of 
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education the questions asked on the questionnaires and key issues addressed in the study received 
positive response a s the majority had an understanding and reasonable leve l of education to grasp 
issues i n research . Indeed , ther e wa s a  fai r communicatio n between th e researcher s an d th e 
interviewees in the field . 
The respondents wer e grouped according to age; Gender , Marital status ; Education occupational 
and problems as follows. 
Problems Addressed: 
1. Inadequat e raw materials for burning Bricks have been the major problems hindering 
Balizukwa community based organization activities development and growth. 
2. Lac k o f financ e t o th e Busines s i s on e o f th e mai n factor s tha t hinde r th e 
development and growth of Balizukwa Burnt bricks project. 
3. Lac k o f entrepreneurshi p abilitie s /knowledge an d skill s amon g CB O members 
contributes to low rate of the business. 
1.6.2 Result s based on Statistical Analysis: 
1.6.2.1 Respondents by age: 
Al l 6 0 respondents interviewe d emanate from the sampl e population of the research sample had 
people of different age group from young, middle age, adults and eldest. The following are the age 
groupings of respondents: 
i . 2 0 (33%) Respondents aged 18-30 years most of them were students. 
i i . 2 5 (41.7%) respondent aged 31-43 year were active mature population, most of them were 
CBO member, primary school Teachers and some mature student in colleges. 
iii . 9  (15% ) Interviewe d responden t wer e age d withi n 44-5 6 years , whil e 6  (10% ) o f 
respondent wer e elder population most of them are communit y leaders senio r and retired 
public officers . 
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The following Bar-Chart No-1 explains the age of respondents of the study. 
Age of Respondent 
30 
Age o f Respondent 
1.6.2.2 Gender of Respondents: 
Gender relation of respondent wa s vita l i n collecting reliable information representing thei r sex 
grouping of 60 respondent interviewe d in this study 41(68.3%) were males and 19(31.7% ) were 
female. This entails that male than women dominated the study. One of the reasons is that men are 
more directl y dealing wit h Burn t bricks activitie s than women . Als o mor e me n tha n women 
formulated the community committees were consulted. This indicates that burnt brick industry and 
its associated Micro-Enterprises are gender imbalance as shown in the chart below (chart No.l). 
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The Following Bar Chart No -2 Gives The Gender Relations Of Respondents. 
Gender of Respondent 
Gender of Respondent 
In additio n to gender the marital status of the respondents wa s mixed as 41(68.3%) were married 
couples, 16(26.7%) were single mostly young and widow population, and 4(5%) were divorced. 
1.6.2.3. Educatio n of Respondents: 
The majorit y of respondents have secondary education 27(45%) followed by 21(35%) with primary 
education. The next grouping 7(11%) of respondents ha d never attended forma l education , while 
5(8.3%) had higher learning education and most of them are district officials an d retired citizens. 
The leve l of education among respondents simplifie d my work of data collection because most of 
the interviewees were able to read, write and positively respond to questions asked. 
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Education of Respondent 
1.6.2.4. Occupation of Respondents: 
Since this study was conducted in a rural based Environment, various occupations of respondents 
correlated with the nature of employment opportunities available in the rural area. Based on this 
study, 21(35%) were mainly brick-makers though partially were engaged in farming activities as 
peasants. Similarly, 16(26.7%) were public servants in district, colleges, primary schools and those 
in non -government organizations. 12(20%) were traders who mostly were key buyers of the bricks 
for constructin g houses and selling them to nearby institutions in demand of large quantity of bunt 
bricks such as schools etc. Also , 11(18.3% ) are peasants who typically in rural areas who also 
assist in production of raw material s for bricks burning such as rice husks, fuel wood etc. 
The Following Bar-Chart No-3. Reveals the Level of Education amongst Respondents. 
Education of Responden t 
Bar-Chart No-4 Represents the Occupation of Respondents 
Occupation o f Respondents 
Occupation of Respondents 
1.7. Summar y of Study Findings and Analysis: 
In summary , afte r a  thorough analysi s o f the abov e result s an d findings , the researche r an d hi s 
assistants summarize d th e thre e key stud y factor s affectin g th e beneficiarie s i n the burn t brick 
project's effectiveness , production , an d capacit y an d ultimatel y lead t o poo r livelihood s are th e 
follows: 
1.7.1 Ra w materials: 
As explaine d in the literatur e review , raw material is an essential inpu t in the production of bunt 
bricks in the vicinity , without which the low cost housing technology using burnt bricks cannot be 
disseminated. Therefore , throughou t th e survey in the sampled population, about 37 (61.7%) of the 
respondents interviewed revealed that CBO members involve d in burnt bricks project d o not have 
sufficient raw materials for burning of bricks. 
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They explaine d reason s for lac k o f raw material s include thei r unfavorabl e locatio n i n semi-ari d 
where there is insufficient rainfall . They also explained that there is high demand of brick making 
materials such as fue l wood and rice husks, because people in the are a tend to bum bulky kilns of 
bricks for building houses. The available fue l wood reserves also used as fuel energy for cooking at 
household leve l in rural community, where electricity connection i s not available . They also raised 
concern that alternative fuel energy like kerosene and electricity are very expensive . 
1.7.2. Lack of Capital : 
Small scale Burnt brick makers need capital to expand production o f bricks on a large scale. Whe n 
respondents asked o n the need of capital, (14) 23. 3 %  of the respondents indicated th e proble m of 
lack of capital to run the bunt brick activities. They said that lack of capital is attributed to lack of 
reliable financia l institutions , lac k o f collateral t o mortgage for loan s before gettin g loans . The y 
operate their business using their ow n capital mobilized from among themselve s and they operate 
revolving funds that cannot be sufficient t o run their business effectively. 
In vie w o f th e abov e finding , i t wa s reveale d tha t ou t o f 6 0 respondent s interviewe d 1 4 
respondents' equals to 23.3% responds positively to the question that the lack of capital hinders the 
promotion of the housing micro-enterprises development. 
Furthermore, th e table below (No.2) indicates tha t out o f 48 groups applied loan from MRHP only 
19 groups managed to ge t loan , whic h i s 39.5% . Thi s implie s that there i s n o enoug h financia l 
institution tha t ca n hel p an d suppor t micro-credi t fo r small-micr o enterprise s a t th e area . Th e 
situation proves that housing micro credit is generally constraine d b y lack of capital. 
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Table 2: Housing micro-enterprise groups loans provision from MRHP (2002- 2005) 
Year Number of groups Groups given Percentage Groups no t Percentage 
loans (Nos) % given loans % 
2002 9 3 6.25 6 12.5 
2003 12 4 8.3 8 16.7 
2004 12 8 16.7 4 8.3 
2005 15 4 8.3 11 23 
Total 48 19 39.5 29 60.5 
SOURCE: MRHP Annual reports: 2005. 
1.7.3. Entrepreneurship skill s and Knowledge: 
Promotion of burnt bricks projects, a s key income generation and employmen t creation activity 
needs a comprehensive knowledge and skills among stakeholders in entrepreneurship. Som e of the 
respondents ha d received a short time training on entrepreneurship skills , which has helped them to 
establish and run businesses o n a profit basis . O f the interviewed , a total of 16 have recently 
received entrepreneurshi p skills , mos t o f them wer e fro m CBO s member s an d other micro -
entrepreneurs dealin g with burn t brick s making and selling. Thos e who lacked entrepreneurshi p 
skills were likely to operate their business on loss and had minimal chances to prosper further du e 
weak management skills . 
The analysis here is that possession of entrepreneurship skill s corresponds to individuals' capability 
and level of education he/she holds. Those with basic education can be more trainable and able to 
adopt entrepreneurshi p skill s tha n thos e withou t forma l education , becaus e the y ca n be hardly 
trained. A l l groups o f respondent agree d th e importance o f having business skill s includin g 
appropriate technology all of which are an integral part of the entrepreneurship skills . 
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Generally, th e highes t leve l o f education possessed b y most CBO s member s i s hardly primary 
education. In this case, it is obvious that they cannot run their business profitably / successfully, that 
they cant break-even and find reliable market and communicate broadly to search for the market. 
Table 3: Lack of entrepreneurship skills and knowledge 
Designation. Number o f Respondents Percentage Respondents Percentage 
respondents agreed % Disagreed. % 
MRHP 3 1 1.6 2 3.3 
WARD & Village Leaders 3 1 1.6 2 3.3 
Balizukwa CBO Members 15 2 3.3 13 21.6 
Misungwi district Council 4 1 1.6 3 5 
Community Members 35 4 7 31 52 
Total: 60 9 15 51 85 
Source: Researcher's'. "indings. 
From the findings out of 60 respondent s interviewed 51 respondents, which is 85% respond s to the 
question positively. The researcher's findings from different sample population shows that lack of 
entrepreneurship knowledg e and skill , contribute s o n hindering housing micro-entrepreneurships 
development for Balizukwa CBO . 
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Bar-Chart No -5 Describe Major Problems Hinders the Burnt Bricks Project. 
Problems Faced 
Problems Face d 
1.8. Conclusion : 
In vie w o f the abov e finding s and thei r analysis , this sectio n concludes that three factor s wer e 
identified a s hinderin g blocks in the burn t bric k industry . Thes e ar e inadequat e ra w material s 
(natural resources energy), lack of capital and entrepreneurship skill s to promote the housing micro 
- enterprise s development . These findings provide a base to provide appropriate recommendation s 
of the study , which if applied can help the burnt brick project, improve human settlement an d the 
people livelihood in rural area as a strategy towards attaining poverty reduction. 
1.9. Implications (Meaning) of the Results: 
The results implie s that the inadequat e ra w materials fo r brick burning to run the project di d not 
stand as a single problem itself but there are many affiliated reasons which causes that results. 
Financial status gives alternatives o n input purchases lik e raw materials fo r making and burning 
mud bricks . Sinc e financ e i s th e proble m tha t reduce s th e powe r t o train , purchase ; creat e 
awareness, to boost the expectation of enhancing markets for the product. 
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The lack of knowledge and skills obviously affect the quality of the products, normally becomes of 
poor quality and affected wit h unreliable market of products. The results also implies that since the 
community no t awar e o n using the produc t outpu t the n i t coul d no t be eas y t o ge t reliabl e and 
sustainable market for the said product. 
1.9.1 Cal l for further research: 
Therefore give n the broad spectrum o f topic in the burn t brick technology and the limitation s o f 
time an d othe r financia l resource s face d b y the researcher . Th e stud y ha s give n another ampl e 
avenue for conducting further research in the brick making enterprises sinc e most of the key issues 
were not fully explored in this study which have widened the need for further comprehensive study 
backed with clear need assessment of the beneficiaries housing micro enterprises an d burnt bricks 
interventions bein g direc t mechanism s towar d povert y reductio n an d improvin g people' s 
livelihoods in rural area. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 
Problem identification has been the ke y community participatory planning process t o identify the 
problems affectin g th e community . Regardin g wit h the burn t bric k projec t an d BALIZUKW A 
CBO, th e proble m identification was conducte d a s a  later process followe d the communit y need 
assessment, which revealed the needs and gaps. Out of the CNA , th e problems were ranked which 
most needed attentio n emanatin g from the problem statement needed solution s using the available 
resources. 
2.1. Problem Statement: 
Poverty for the communit y in the project are a is contributed by a number o f factors, amon g them 
being: th e inabilit y o f man y peopl e t o buil d improve d house s tha t ar e conduciv e t o huma n 
habitation. A s a resul t th e majorit y populatio n i n rural areas build temporar y house s using tree 
poles, mu d an d roofe d wit h grasses (thatched houses) . Thi s situation endangers the surroundin g 
environment and escalates people's poverty. 
2.2. Previou s Initiatives: 
Given the poverty situation in the community several initiatives had been taken by the Government 
since in 1976, when introduced a better house campaign the aims included to increase the durability 
of dwellin g units b y buildin g houses with  improve d an d longe r lastin g loca l readil y availabl e 
building material s (Kulaba , 1979 ) an d th e communit y member s throug h NGO s whic h hav e 
supported the m i n th e formulatio n o f CBO s a t th e grassroots . I n Misungw i district , sinc e th e 
establishment o f the MRH P i n early 1990s , severa l CBO s wit h the focu s o f disseminating burn t 
bricks technolog y wer e establishe d an d imparte d wit h various training , skill s o n the appropriat e 
housing technologies, environmental conservation and micro-enterprises skills . 
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Among many CBOs, Balizukwa has been the key player in promoting burnt bricks technology as a 
means towards environmental conservation, income generation and improve d habitat of the rural 
people. 
The establishment o f Balizukwa CB O wa s expected to increase people' s incom e through income 
generating activities as a fight against poverty. However with all these CBOs the standard of living 
of the people have not yet improved, some of the reasons being lack of working resources (capital, 
materials fo r burning bricks and entrepreneurship skill) . As a result of adverse weathe r condition 
there had been low rainfall intensit y (drought) that resisted the growth of natural vegetation cover 
and paddy production, which are the major source of energy for rice husks and fuel wood used for 
making burnt bricks. Fro m this reason, CBOs members were not being able to progress due to lack 
of materials for burning bricks. As a result they have been cutting trees for the same purpose that 
again has accelerated the deforestation process in the area. A l l these led to air pollution, excessive 
tree cutting, soil erosion, and depletion of natural resources and loss of biodiversity as well as land 
degradation. These effects hav e a negative effect i n the general agricultural production of the rural 
poor who most depends on farming. 
As a  Community Development practitioner, my involvement in research i n CBOs, dealin g with 
burnt bricks activities has broadened my work experience. These activities are affected by lack of 
capital, ra w materials , appropriat e skill s an d technology , among others . Th e stud y focuse s o n 
assessing th e contributio n of burn t brick s projec t i n environmenta l conservatio n an d people' s 
livelihood in rural areas. In this study the researcher would like to see the key factors contributing to 
the success and failure of the burnt brick project in conserving environment and sustaining people's 
life. Through the field survey , researcher wil l reveal some findings necessary for tackling problems 
related to the enhancement o f the brick-making project and thus fill i n the gaps in primary research, 
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which have drive n me to selec t this research topic , a fiel d whic h i s quite relevant to the curren t 
community development initiatives. 
2.3. Targe t Communities: 
This project benefit s al l members o f Missungwi villag e under the organizatio n Balizukwa CBO . 
The 15 members of the Balizukwa represent th e community problem in Missungwi village, as it is 
among many simila r CBO s i n the villag e involve d i n making burnt brick s and selling . Through 
these project the surrounding community also benefited from buying the burnt bricks and building 
permanent house s a t lo w costs, no t onl y tha t the technolog y fo r making burnt brick s had been 
disseminated t o th e entir e communit y in the Missungw i villag e an d it s surroundin g community, 
which now had the ability to make burnt bricks by their own. Although the project beneficiaries are 
constrained with the shortag e o f natural resources, fue l woo d and rice husks to expand the burn t 
brick projec t especiall y in an extende d dr y seasons followe d wit h poo r harvest , brick s burning 
materials can hardly be available. 
2.4. Stakeholders: 
Apart from Balizukwa CB O there are othe r projects dealin g with bricks making and / or housing 
micro-enter prices. The major organization involved in similar activities is Mwanza Rural Housing 
Project. Thi s organization' s concer n i s to improv e the standar d o f livin g o f the peopl e through 
improved houses. 
In s o doing , the projec t trai n the organize d people i n groups ho w to mak e a n improved house 
through the local available building materials Sinc e at the project area there is a high house demand 
then the project als o can help people who needs houses i n advises. Misungwi district s council is 
another stakeholde r who coordinating and advisory role on behalf of the government to oversee all 
development activities in the district, in which the Balizukwa CBO is one of them. 
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Its majo r rol e i s t o supervis e communit y micro-enterprise s b y givin g the m financia l support , 
enhancing their entrepreneurs' skill s and capacities to mobilize and manage projects loan (credit) as 
well a s grant s from various financia l institution s an d non-governmen t institution s intereste d i n 
promoting burn t bric k activities . Th e Communit y Developmen t Technica l Trainin g Institut e 
(CDTTI) i n Misungwi als o had a  role to provide technical advice on appropriate technolog y and 
burnt bricks making skills including project Managemen t a t different districts , MRHP an d for the 
various CBO s includin g the Balizukw a Burn t Bricks Project . Th e financia l institutio n like NM B 
provides loans to community including Balizukwa CBO. However Community members concern is 
to provide security and enable smooth running of the project. (See stakeholders analysi s attachment 
No VI.) 
2.5 Project's Goal: 
To have people's improve d livelihood and conserved environment through promoting burnt bricks 
projects i n Missungwi rural area. This goal leads towards the improvement of the standard livin g of 
the people through raising people's income ; conserve the environment and the genera l widespread 
application o f a n appropriat e technolog y i n burn t bric k industry . Th e burn t bric k projec t i s 
supervised by the CBO Balizukwa, which acts as a model to realize the envisaged goal. This also is 
inline with the Tanzania Rural Development Policy of year 2003 and Tanzania Development vision 
of 2025 , whic h clearl y ai m a t attainin g goo d lif e withou t poverty . Therefore , assessin g th e 
contribution o f the burn t bric k project toward s th e improvement s o f the people' s livelihoo d and 
environment conservation signifies the realization of the project goal above. 
2.5.1 Project 's Objective: 
Since the population in Misungwi rural areas is constrained with extreme poverty attributed to poor 
environment and low standard of living, the burnt bricks project was designed to countercheck the 
situation and thus improve the people's livin g standard using the income generated throug h selling 
burnt bricks and by building improved houses for better habitation. 
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2.5.2 Project' s Specific Objectives: 
In order to achieve the projec t goa l of improving livelihoods , the followin g objective s are to be 
met: 
(i) T o contribute towards reducing income poverty through establishing burnt bricks project 
by using locally available materials and application of appropriate technologies. 
(ii) T o enhance the capacity of the CBOs and the community in 5 villages of Misungwi ward 
on the entrepreneurship skills , housing micro-enterprises an d brick making knowledge. 
The following prerequisites are necessary for the success of project. 
Project plan and implementation reports, Community Stakeholders analysis and project situational 
analysis reports, availabilit y of fund to conduct the study , availabilit y o f raw materials fo r burnt 
brick that is rice husks from paddy, firewood, saw dust {timber wastes} these are materials used to 
bum bricks, availabilit y of capital to buy the raw materials is vital fo r the succes s o f the project , 
entrepreneurship skill s and knowledge applied under the CBO s members to promote brick making 
and micro-enterprises activities 
2.6. Host Organization: 
The project is hosted by the Balizukwa CBO whose vision is to see communities of Misungwi ward 
with sustainable human settlement, conserved environment and without poverty. 
Mission 
Balizukwa CBO is committed to enable communities of Misungwi ward to have better habitat and 
conserved environment through increased production of appropriate and locally available building 
materials so as to improve household's living standards and income. 
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Apart from  bein g hoste d b y Balizukw a CBO , th e projec t als o worke d wit h othe r like-minded 
organizations/institutions tha t provide d valuabl e suppor t an d input s t o thi s project . Thes e 
organizations acted to link, facilitate and coordinate othe r small-scale projects. Amon g them is the 
Mwanza Rura l Housing Programme (MRHP) . Thi s is a non - governmen t organizatio n originally 
dealt wit h Nyumb a Bor a aspec t (Lo w cost housin g an d it s environment ) base d a t Missungw i 
District headquarters . The organization is providing managerial expertis e an d advic e on how th e 
project coul d go about. It also provides technical assistance through technicians as well as micro -
enterprises skills. 
Another organization i s the Misungw i district s counci l whose coordinatin g and advisory role on 
behalf o f th e governmen t t o overse e al l developmen t activitie s i n th e district , i n whic h th e 
Balizukwa CB O is on e o f them. It s majo r rol e i s t o supervis e communit y micro-enterprises b y 
giving them financial support, enhancin g thei r entrepreneurs' skill s and capacities to mobilize and 
manage project s loa n (credit ) a s wel l a s grant s from  variou s financial  institution s an d non -
government institution s interested i n promoting burnt brick activities. Furthermore, the Community 
Development Technica l Trainin g Institut e (CDTTI ) i n Misungw i als o ha d a  rol e t o provid e 
technical advic e o n appropriat e technolog y an d burn t brick s makin g skill s includin g projec t 
Management a t different districts , MRHP and for the various CBOs including the Balizukwa Burnt 
Bricks Project. 
2.6.1 Researcher' s Role in the Project: 
Researcher's job description in the project wa s to advise the CB O members o n how to go about in 
their dail y activities that would enable the m realiz e their objectives . M y responsibilities were t o 
make sur e that the projec t reache s the designe d goa l and objectives. Th e researcher also assessed 
the key factors affecting burnt brick makers under the Balizukwa project . 
The involvemen t o f assessin g thes e factor s provide s a n avenu e t o advis e alternativ e action s i f 
applied would improve the production capacity of the Burnt brick makers and fasten the widespread 
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building of many permanent house s using low cost building materials in the area, lik e burnt bricks 
and at the same time use technologies which are friendly to the environment. 
The researcher's responsibility was to conduct a survey in a systematic way using the methodology 
chosen fo r gatherin g informatio n at th e communit y level , a t projec t leve l an d stakeholder s wh o 
were involve d i n the burn t brick making industry. A l l thes e process geare d towar d achieving the 
study objectives and come out with the key research finding s and their subsequent analysis of the 
study. Throug h questionnaire an d interview guide, the stakeholder s provide d relevant information 
based o n questions aske d to them reflecting the key factors affectin g thei r endeavours i n the low 
cost housing , environmenta l conservation , incom e generatio n an d th e whol e aspect s o f poverty 
reduction and housing micro- enterprises . 
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CHAPTER THREE : 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter introduces various concepts and theories underpinning the topic of research. It includes 
theoretical literature, empirical literature and policy reviews to which al l aspect s of research under 
review are included. The literature review helps the researcher to collect relevant information based 
on ke y issues addresse d an d reviewed. The researcher present s the assumptio n prior developed 
which was used to collect and verify data . The interest here is to compare information and identify 
gaps which would eventually justify the study. 
3:1 Balizukwa -CBO : 
BALIZUKWA i s local name in the sukuma language, which denotes "remembrance" of something 
happened i n the past . Th e name wa s give n t o th e community-base d organization dealing with 
production an d sellin g burn t bric k project . Initially , th e CBO' s member s decide d t o ru n thi s 
business as an income generation project geared to improve their living standards. The choice of the 
project relie d upo n o n th e prevailin g situatio n in the projec t are a (Missungwi ) tha t i s densely 
populated constrained with, extreme poverty, poor environment and poor houses. Their houses are 
built of mud block s or tree poles roofed with grasses, weak foundation using poor locally available 
materials which in shortens the life span of most houses in the rural area. 
3.2. Burnt bricks: 
Burnt bricks are oldes t building-materials in use til l today ; they had been in use since more than 
fifty centurie s ag o from  th e roma n empire s an d i n the constructio n of the Egyptia n pyramids. 
Similarly, citin g a n exampl e o f burn t bric k i n Tanzania , the Roma n missionaries from  thei r 
inception they introduced the burnt brick technology and their earliest structures fo r churches and 
schools were constructed by burnt bricks which can be still seen in most places of our country . 
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Hingira in his research study underscores that burnt clay bricks are considered to be one of the 
permanent an d strong building materials towards achieving long technical, economical and social 
lifetime (Hingira , 1986) . Technologically , burnt brick are most suited with local environment and 
have often been presented a s a panacea fo r solving economic, social and environmental problems 
(Jeans et al., 1990) . The y contribute to production, while at the same time providing the population 
with inexpensive goods, which are more specific at the enterprise leve l [ibid] . 
Also, most burnt brick projects are expected to achieve the derived ideological goals. In the field of 
micro-level service - oriented operation s i t shoul d improve the qualit y of life an d strengthe n th e 
power of rural micro entrepreneur an d whole society. The Brick making activity have turned to be 
common income generation enterpris e fo r the majorit y residents i n the district . However, at th e 
present bric k making is not really done a s a  professional and trade enterprise. Nowaday s these 
products have become very expensive because o f the shortage o f wood fuel energy and the hardship 
of firing a brick kiln. Owin g to the recent civilization, brick burning is important in the community, 
as most people are demanding permanent house s a s civilized citizen. This pace of civilization and 
development has increase d the deman d of burnt bricks as reliable and suitable low cost building 
materials. 
Burnt brick s ar e mad e o f cla y soils , whic h ar e readil y available withi n th e area . Despit e th e 
availability o f cla y soi l withi n people s reach , th e productio n o f burn t brick s has no t quickl y 
widespread to most poor people in the rural areas due to inadequate fue l woo d attributed to high 
rate of natural forest depletion (deforestation) an d semi-arid rainfall pattern in the area. As a result 
of shortage of raw materials for burning bricks, brick makers and bricks- sellers tend to sell them at 
very hig h commercia l value (hig h price ) tha t i s no t manageabl e b y th e majorit y poo r rura l 
population. Thi s cause the m to remain in temporally houses, hig h rate of desertification leads to 
poor agricultural product and low income all these factors perpetuate their poor standard of living. 
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In this regard, the researcher aim s at assessing the burnt brick and its contribution to the people's 
well-being and environmental conservation. 
3.3 The Theoretical Literature : 
This stud y fall s unde r th e ke y theorie s o f environmen t conservatio n an d people' s livelihoo d 
(poverty). Based on the topic of research the following concepts are defined: 
A burn t brick is made up of clay soil burned used firewood or rice husks and are used for building 
of the permanent house. Before the nineties the use of burnt bricks was discouraged in Tanzania due 
to the increasing scarcity of fuel wood . Since 1992, MRHP ha s been encouraging the use of rice 
husks and other agro-waste as alternatives to fire bricks. But also, cotton and coffee husks could be 
used as environmentally sound as fuel energy for the brick burning kilns in Tanzania. 
Apart from avoiding deforestation, the burnt brick technique is meant to reduce the waste materials 
generated by agricultural activities. Burnt bricks are the low -cost and affordable building materials 
that are strong and of quality in nature. It s testing is easy using the available soils to optimise the 
quality of burnt bricks. 
Brick firing is a technique that is practiced all over the world, for high medium and the low-income 
families (Rhodes, 1968). In recent years, these products have become more and more expensive and 
builders and architect have been looking for other solutions . Owners of brick making yards have 
also bee n lookin g fo r new , alternativ e solutio n to th e problem s the y ar e facin g especiall y in 
addressing the shortage of firewood in the community. 
3.3.1. Project: 
A projec t is a "temporary endeavour undertaken to create a unique product or service. Temporary 
means that the project has an end date. Unique means that the projects end result is different than 
the results of other functions of the organization" [http://)en.wikipedia.org/wiki/project]. Similarly , 
project is a planning undertaking designed to achieve certain specific objectives within a given 
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budget an d within a  specifie d perio d o f time. I s the investmen t o f capital i s a tim e boun d 
intervention to creative assets? 
3.3.2. Environment : 
According t o Ffolliot t an d Thames (1983 , p . 14) define d th e term environmen t a s one refer s 
"collectively t o the biological an d physical surrounding s o f plants, animal s an d human". The 
environment include s cultural , social, economi c and legal aspects that must be considered when 
planning found small-scale forestry projects" (ibid). 
According t o the Collins concis e dictionar y (1990, p.374 ) define s environmen t a s an external 
conditions or surroundings. It entails in totality of all things that surrounds livin g things. However, 
the natural resource as an integral part of the environment supplies environment goods and services. 
On environmen t an d technologica l grounds , burn t brick s ar e expecte d t o achiev e derive d 
ideological goals, improve the quality of life an d strengthen th e power of rural income-earner an d 
whole society. 
3.3.3. Micro-Enterprise Theory : 
The theory based on small business o f individual or group that start with smal l capital to run its 
business at hand. The loaning strategy to enhance small micro -enterprise developmen t is through 
affordable credi t or loan schemes to realize profit. 
Individuals or groups loaned money after being trained and closely supervised. In USA this formula 
has prove to be a success. For example, many individuals have borrowed at a range of U$ 50 to U$ 
500 for equipment or raw materials [www. fdic .gov /consumer /micro -enter /Intro.( html)] 
Small entrepreneur s see themselves a s confronted wit h a  set of bottlenecks, constrainin g thei r 
income generation , stabilit y and dynamics. Th e level o f human resource s an d technology is 
relatively low , leading to low-quality products an d low productivity. The limited potentia l for 
capital accumulation leads to a low level of collateral which, given the present policies of financial 
institutions, causes difficulties in obtaining credit for investment purposes [Zoomers , 1993]. 
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3.3.4 .Ho w Micro Enterprises Function In USA: 
The federa l government recognition and support of the micr o -  enterprise mode l has helped to 
accelerate th e growt h of micro -enterprise program s in USA Agencie s have been abl e to assis t 
individual through community-based organizations that provide micro loans and training to micro 
entrepreneurs. Federa l Agencie s formin g th e inte r agenc y wor k grou p o n micr o -enterpris e 
development, encourage the continued development of micro- enterprise in America through policy 
making support technica l and funding for micro enterprise programs (dc a internet @fdci.gov Ja n 
2001). 
The regulator y agencie s provid e trainin g and ou t reac h progra m the y encourag e an d enabl e 
financial institution to become active partners in micro enterprise programs at the local level. These 
agencies policie s an d communit y development program s promot e an d suppor t th e continue d 
participation of financial institution in micro -enterprise development. 
Access to loan and grant in micro enterprise theory is only a part, education and technical education 
assistance ar e als o integral component of micro enterpris e programs . Micro enterpris e programs 
offer trainin g in critical business skills such as budgeting, book-keeping, tax preparation, business 
planning, marketin g and advertising, some micro - enterpris e program s provide assistance i n the 
loan application process. 
Comparatively, "Tanzani a is a nation of cooperative farmers " a more true statement that demands 
a fundamenta l o f change in the rura l economic and social organization of Tanzania. Thi s cannot 
simply b e don e ove r night and by force . I t wil l b e dull y b e achieve d by deliberate affor d t o 
encourage the growth of small - scal e cooperative industries production. Small - scal e cooperative 
marketing and distribution and communal rather than patens (Mtetewaunga, 1982) 
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On this view the establishmen t o f small - scal e building materials industry and housing credit by 
Mwanza Rura l Housin g programmer intend s t o encourag e th e growt h o f cooperativ e workin g 
among rural poor population and hence able them to alleviate income poverty and create enough 
savings that can make them afford to build own improved houses. In this way the NGO i s among 
the ke y actors i n Tanzania rural housing improvement an d incom e poverty alleviatio n strategy . 
Therefore the rationale of this study is justified as there is very little knowledge concerning existing 
strengths and weakness on NGOs constitution in this field as it is new in Tanzania context contrary 
to develope d countie s lik e Europ e an d US A where housin g industr y i s eithe r privatise d in 
commissioned to potential NGOs (Luanda , CED clas s notice- 2006). Th e government rol e is to 
make policy and regulations to properly administer the industry. 
Tanzania, sinc e he r independenc e i n 1961 , has face d problem s o f inadequate housin g in urban 
settlements and poor housing condition in rural areas. These problems stil l persist and are a  great 
development challenge as few NGOs and enterprises supportin g rural development especially rural 
housing interventions to reduce the burden. 
It widely understood that, there are various actors in dealing with building materials and Housing 
development suc h a s th e governmen t institutions , loca l councils , researc h institutes , labou r 
organizations, loca l resident' s organizations , th e medi a an d communit y based organizatio n etc. 
(Corazon Dee- Hand outs). 
3.3.5 Applicatio n of Micro-enterprise Theory: 
Training of project activities assistance may be provided through one to one counselling, classroom 
sessions or through peer group exchanges. Participation often required to successfully completing 
such as business related causes in order to secure approval of a micro loan. Entrepreneurs generally 
receive continued technical support beyond the initia l stages of their business development as they 
strive to expand their business, (http: www> fdic. gov / consumer / micro enterprise / intro/htm.) 
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Gender patterns in the employment sector have great changed in Tanzania during last ten years due 
to increasing number of women in the labour market. The orientations and women involvement in 
the diverse activities contributes to the growth of the household income, as women are directly 
responsible fo r providing cash needs of the household . Women are i n the forefron t i n expanding 
micro and small enterprises i n what is often referred to as an informal sector. 
Commercial Banks, which were traditionally looked upon as power catalyst of economic provision 
of credi t t o profitabl e ventures , di d not offe r credi t to th e poo r o r smal l business (Kuzilw a an d 
Mushi 1997) . The n stringent lendin g policies and collateral requirement, cumbersom e procedure s 
and thei r ow n perception o f small business an d rura l poor a s risk y business entit y lea d to offe r 
excluding small business and rural poor. Most formal institutions regard own income households as 
too poor to save. The y do not personally know them they don't keep written accounts or business 
plans, they want to borrow small and uneconomic sums, and are exposed high risks every time they 
lend. A l l these problem s i n summar y ar e marke t imperfections . Henc e ther e i s a  nee d fo r 
institutional interventions (Marcelina and Caniman, 1997). 
3.3.6. Need for Brick Making Technology in Tanzania: 
As a  result of the growth of income the decrease in the size household and the growth of population 
in ou r country , deman d i n th e buildin g an d housin g secto r wil l increas e progressively . Th e 
population censu s carrie d ou t i n 197 8 indicate d that Tanzani a had a  populatio n o f abou t 17. 5 
million people. I t is estimated that for the present growth will be over 25milion people by the year 
2000, but now the population has risen to about 35 millions (based on the population and Housing 
Census report, 2002). The major tasks ahead o f us are how to accommodate suc h a population trend 
and improve the livin g standards and settlements of citizen given the existing economic hardship. 
Bricks making enterprise bears the favoured implications on both economic and social conditions. 
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Chief amongs t thes e are, it s effec t o n employment , industria l and rura l development usin g loca l 
resources an d on the balance o f trade and payment i f cements and steels are imported. 
Advantage of Burnt bricks : 
It is easily formed or moulded into desired shape and size, and its production materials can be easily 
found locally. Since housing is very important in improving the economic and social conditions we 
believe that an increased production of burnt clay bricks is also important i n Tanzania. ( Mtui and 
Hingira, 1986). 
3.3.7. Empirical Literature : 
Burnt brick in micro enterprise th e case of Tanzania now being produced by two major methods (i ) 
hand productio n usin g fiel d clamp s fo r burnin g (ii ) smal l factorie s usin g simpl e mechanica l 
machinery (extruders ) permanent kilns. 
Procedures 
In the fiel d ther e are simpl e methods, whic h can be use d to test the soi l collecte d from each pit. 
Water is added t o the sample , mixed thoroughly unti l the soi l become plasti c and can be presse d 
into different shape s with hands. Afte r moundin g the soil , then form small ball and leave them in 
the su n fo r drying (i) if the bal l retain s it s shape when drying but form s wid e cracks i t does not 
contain enough sand or silt and can not be used for brick making (ii) If the ball tends to deform and 
crumbles easily when dry, contain too much sand or silt and can not used for brick making, (iii) The 
ball, whic h shows th e leas t deformit y an d show s n o crack s o r very fine ones , contain s th e soil , 
which is best suitable for brick making. 
The technology of making burnt bricks, availability of raw materials and sufficient wood energy are 
key factors determine the quality of products manufactured . 
Social -economic factors suc h as availability of labours, capital and management operating cost in 
relation to market price techniques t o be dictated by local circumstances suc h as skill , maintenance , 
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process and quality control. The quality of brick depend more on raw materials and process control 
than on working methods or equipment.(Mtui & Hingira , 1986) 
Housing- micro and small enterprises like BALIZUKWA group has faced a problem on inadequate 
raw material s (energy) for brick burning, capital knowledge and entrepreneurship skil l the situation 
which depend more on policy makers to give more support for the housing micro -small enterprises 
section. 
Brick burnin g consumes a  lo t of energy, a t present fue l woo d i s the mai n source o f fuel use d 
although it is estimated that the total cut of fuel woo d in the county already exceeds the potential 
stock. Even if the woo d used for brick burning stock is a minor portion of the total cut, any increase 
in th e ove r taxation of the countie s forest s wil l brin g catastrophic en d results. I f you fire 100 0 
bricks with wood you wil l need one tone or 3m3, likewis e if fire 20000 bricks you wil l need a 60 cu. 
meter of fuel-wood (ibid) . 
Because there are so few areas with forest that can meet the demand of bricks producing unit .It will 
be necessary to establish a wood lot to supply fuel-wood i f you pla n to fire many kilns. Firing kilns 
will use large quantities of wood and if the cutting is carelessly done it could lead to deforestation. 
(A. Beamis h 1989) . On e should consider other sources of energy. Coal is one of locally available 
energy resources. Ther e substantial coal receives in the souther n parts of Tanzania, the Songwe-
Kiwira field on the northern end of lake Nyasa in Mbeya region is estimated to have over 20 million 
tones reserve s an d th e Mchuchum a -Kataweka reserve i n lring a Regio n ha s approximatel y 
200million tons. Other location included Galula i n mbeya region, five new sites in Ruvuma Region 
and Ufip a i n Rukw a Regio n (Mtu i 1986) . Fro m 197 7 th e buildin g Researc h uni t ha s bee n 
researching on burning bricks with coal and several test burning have been performing in our small 
kiln, whic h has a capacity of 1000 standard bricks each burning. This kiln was originally planned 
for burnin g with fuel-wood lik e most of the existing kilns in the country. 
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It is a hard job to fire a brick kiln, i t becomes more and more difficult t o find brick burners doing 
the work. School leavers with higher education, for example, are not enthusiastic abou t this trade 
because o f the hard and tiresome work involved, not only in firing the kiln , but also in the whole 
process o f brick making. And these young men find hardshi p in selling the burnt bricks at lower 
prices than those mounded before and bricks are of poor quality. I t is argued to ask them to follow 
proper rules when burning bricks, and develop positive personal interest i n becoming professional 
brick makers. 
Good quality bricks are in great demand and bricks are needed every where in search of permanent 
houses a s growing community need toward realisation of sustainable livelihoods . So prospects for 
the trade of brick making should be excellent. However, although clay might still be available, what 
about the firewood for burning the bricks? There are many brick makers today who have given up 
brick moulding, because there is shortage of fuel woods available. Those exiting from though burnt 
brick industry, they look for best alternative else where to earn their daily earning 
There are some instances where you could fin d someon e has large hip of clay deposit that needs 
many people to work in for many years and also need high consumption of wood fue l energ y to 
burn bricks. As Merschmeyer (1989, p. 132) contends, "ther e is no firewood left .. . villagers are 
often cross with brick burners because they cut the firewood needed in the village for cooking. 
However, bric k maker s ar e alread y holding one o f the key s to a  solutio n in their hands. Why ? 
Because the raw material they posses is of high commercial value. But brick makers need assistance 
to help them overcome the shortag e o f firewood in one way or another, fo r example by making 
them aware of how to take advantage o f alternative fuel which in many cases could be used just for 
free (ibid). 
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3.3.8 Alternativ e raw material use for burning bricks: 
The proble m of getting fue l woo d dominates amon g brick makers . Th e critica l shortag e o f fue l 
woods in the burnt brick industry has adversely affected the production of bricks below the desired 
targets. When visiting bric k makin g places acros s th e country , one ca n easily realise that brick 
makers are lamenting over their dramatic situation attributed to high depletion of natural resources 
without replacemen t le d to a n extrem e shortag e o f firewood . This ke y problem i s widespread 
everywhere in the country. Thei r complaints are based on several grounds such as: 
- The firewood 1 get is far too little a portion of what I need. 
- I  must accept any wood, which is offered to me. 
- M y firewoo d has been stolen already several times. 
- Th e transport is more expensive than the firewood. 
- I  was told to get a license for cutting firewood. 
- Th e local authority told me that brick burning is forbidden due to deforestation. 
Indeed, mor e suc h statement s raised b y bric k maker s ar e necessar y factor s contribute d t o th e 
problem and could be addressed to curb the problem. Evidently, if the fue l woods problem persist 
burnt bricks industry using the fuel - wood s wil l be greatly affected i n the near future . An d whe n 
discussing the problem with professional brick makers, some wil l say , "nothing can be done about 
it," whil e others wil l say: "We have to look for other alternative methods of firing our brick kilns in 
the future. " Agai n others , unfortunatel y onl y a  minority amongst bric k makers , wil l se e th e best 
solution to the shortage of firewood: Reforestation, i.e. the large scale planting of trees. 
3.3.9. Solutions in addressing the shortage of fuel wood Energy: 
The bes t solution to the brick makers' problem is to plant trees, although it takes time before th e 
wood can be harvested. An y bric k maker needs to find alternativ e source of energy but should be 
restricted to the tree planting as a cheapest way . A  brick maker who has a free plot next to his clay 
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deposit should not hesitate t o plant trees, planting of various and drought resistant trees is of great 
concern. Likewise, the forestry department shoul d identify and advice farmers, which best types of 
trees, suitable for the prevailing environment. For the purpose o f data collection and in relation to 
the study, the researcher intends to answer the following questions. 
- What other fuel can be used apart from wood? 
-What kind of fuel are other brick makers thinking of? 
-What do they think the use of waste products from farmers, estates, factories? 
and workshops? These are, 
- Husk s left from the processing of coffee and rice. 
- Saw-dus t and wood shavings 
- Dr y stalks from maize and maize cobs themselves, etc. 
Making this proposal to brick burners wh o are stil l lef t wit h a  little firewood for some more 
brick kilns wil l probabl y shake thei r head, saying : "How cans that work? How can the wast e 
products from a carpenter shop, like-saw dust or wood shavings be good for firing bricks?" This 
question favour s thos e wh o ar e ignoran t o f the fac t tha t there wil l b e extrem e shortag e o f 
firewood in the very near future. Or by those who are not aware that such a kind of fuel is only 
locally available. Sometimes it might be also the case that brick makers are aware of alternative 
fuels but they are not familiar with the use of such kinds of fuel. 
Another source s o f energy fo r burning is the us e o f rice husks whic h i s locally availabl e at th e 
place, cotton seed wastes, saw dust at different place all over our country 
Another thing that it is very replicated and successful in order to promote burnt bricks projects i s 
the us e o f the kil n fo r portabl e energ y servin g stoves (manua l servic e 1.1 ) buil t at th e MRH P 
premises in the nineties. MRHP has cooperated with the Programmer for Biomass Energy 
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conservation (PROBEC-Germany GTZ) to improve the design and give training on its use (MRH P 
-manual 2-2). 
The MRH P permanen t kil n i s located i n Missungwi an d i s expected t o las t ove r 5 0 years with 
minimal maintenance o r service. Mr. Gerhard Meschmeyer, private adviso r on earth construction , 
guided desig n an d construction . Th e floo r surfac e o f th e kil n i s 11.75 m b y 4.12 m wit h larg e 
chimney, (ibid). 
Another experience , i s th e Zimbabw e Urba n case study : Populatio n shif t bega n i n 198 0 whe n 
government restrictio n internal migration were abolishe d since 197 9 the population of the capita l 
Harare has trebled, by the end to the century it will be close to 2 million . Sever e over crowding is 
common place and up to 35% of the population live in flimsy backyard shake with poor sanitation, 
economic an d urba n developmen t policie s are perpetuatin g thi s situatio n .Fo r example Harare' s 
building regulations deman d high standard fo r materials particularly bricks. Over the las t five-year 
technicians and business advisers have worked with Harare cooperation on the production of market 
standard bricks , which meet the stringent building regulation but are also affordable. B y combining 
technical support an d modem business methods the cooperative has improved the quality of bricks 
while increasin g production an d reducing costs . Fo r example changin g the firin g from timber t o 
boiler waste left over by local coal fired power station made substantial saving . Building advisory 
service and information network, consulted brick makers i n Europe who use coa l and their advice 
was adopted fo r local use. (Affordable Housing. Basin news /February 1997/N o 13). 
3.3.10. The Northeast entrepreneur Fund Case study: 
As the study is connected with the micro enterprise, th e role of entrepreneur or bunt-brick maker is 
very important i n promoting the sustainabl e developmen t an d realizing the improved livelihood of 
the people in a specific locality, to this study, the rural population. Th e northeast entrepreneur fund 
fosters a n entrepreneurial spiri t and encourages economic self-sufficiency through the growth of 
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small and self-employment opportunities in northeast Minnesota. There is a broad body of financial 
institutions that provides loan/credit to micro-enterprises includin g development bank, credit union, 
(e.g. SACCOs in case of Tanzania), loan fund, venture capital fund and micro-enterprises loan fund, 
The Northeast entrepreneu r fun d i s a  community development financia l institution s fun d (CDF I 
fund), whic h provide s loan s an d guidanc e star t u p an d existin g smal l businesses i n north east 
Minnesota. I t provides training technical assistance an d financing to micro-enterprises an d small 
business owners. 
Economic restructuring an d permanent jo b los s during the 1980 s had a  devastating effec t o n the 
region economy, which was based on natural resources. The northeast entrepreneur fun d was part of 
a regiona l effor t t o suppor t hom e grow n companie s an d diversif y th e econom y o f northeas t 
Minnesota, It s founder s recognize d that many jobs would not return to the region even when the 
iron mining industry recovered, so individuals needed to start their own business and become self -
reliant. B y nurturing smal l business wit h loan s an d technica l assistance . Th e fun d hope s t o 
encourage entrepreneuria l thinkin g an d creat e loca l prosperit y an d jo b opportunities . 
Most o f customers ar e typicall y unemploye d or under employe d individuals who lack access t o 
traditional business developmen t resource s bu t desire s t o star t or expand business t o provide for 
them an d their families . Th e fund offers loa n to existing and prospective smal l business owner s 
using flexible arra y loan products a s wel l a s development service s such as one to one consulting, 
technical assistance an d training programs. 
Funds ar e no t restricte d t o low-incom e individual s but th e fun d ha s succeede d i n attractin g 
individual withou t t o traditiona l source s o f credi t du e t o poo r credi t history , lac k o f busines s 
experience or insufficient equity or collateral are also eligible for funding, 
www.fdc.gv/consumers/microentrprisetreasurvcase.htm. 
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3.3.11. Nashville Case Study. 
The Nashville enterprise community' s economic development strategy wa s the construction of an 
economic development centre. I t was built within the Navashille enterprise community and houses 
a variety of economic development and community services in a neighbourhood facility allow more 
residents. Throug h th e Navashill e enterprise communit y program , fund s ar e channelle d fo r 
economic development in low and moderate-income neighbourhoods. 
One of the more successful programs operating out of the centre i s the metropolitan development 
and housing agencies "working smart" program outfits people with skills, technical help and money 
to star t a micro business throug h entrepreneurial trainin g program offering class room training in 
topics ranging from accounting and taxes to sales. 
Training focuse s o n personal developmen t an d business development , participan t ar e learne d in 
such area s a s sel f -  motivation , conflic t resolution , image , building , financ e an d marketin g 
fundamentals personne l management , custome r service s an d als o prepare professiona l busines s 
plans. Development and housing agency also donated fund s fo r a revolving loa n pool and in the 
program's infancy , the revolving loan fund in available to program graduates with sound business 
ideas. .(www.nashville.Org/mdha). 
Procedure: 
At the start participants present their ideas to a loan committee: the loan committee is comprised of 
staff from  the metropolitan development, an d housing agency and the entrepreneu r guidanc e and 
training. The committee provides feedback on the ideas feasibility as well as the applicant's credit 
history and likelihood of qualifying for a loan.(www.nashville.Org/mdha). 
3.4 Policy reviews. 
Poverty is on the increas e in both rural and urban areas. Poverty reduces th e abilit y of people to 
afford service s and decent housing, some of the consequences o f this inability is overcrowding and 
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poor health y du e t o drinkin g unhygienic wate r an d poo r diet . A  health y an d poo r population 
especially labou r forc e i s les s productiv e an d i s a  liabilit y t o th e nation . Alleviatio n o f poverty 
increases chance s o f the populatio n to enjo y goo d health an d thus became mor e productive and 
earning higher incomes than before. 
Tanzania ha s establishe d polic y o n povert y alleviatio n strateg y i n 1998 . Curren t structura l 
adjustment policie s and program s bein g implemente d i n the countr y hav e exacerbate d poverty . 
Moreover, th e influ x o f rural youth to urba n area s where i t has becom e difficul t t o ge t gainfu l 
employment has compounded the level of urban poverty on one hand and rural poverty on the other; 
because rural areas are being deprived of their active and more productive labour force. 
The economic performance an d appropriation of national income between rura l and urban areas 
influence huma n settlement s developmen t a s a  process . T o alleviat e povert y i t i s importan t t o 
understand th e economi c performanc e an d potential s o f the settlement s because mos t o f rural 
residents ar e poor and as the result they cannot improve their settlements and some cultural beliefs 
and traditions inhibit development and the participation of women and youth in education. 
A proper approach to rural housing is inevitable if one has to develop a non- discriminatory system, 
with the majority not being at a disadvantage. 
According t o th e Nationa l Micro financ e Polic y (2000 ) provide s guideline s t o achiev e gende r 
equality in accessing financial services in order to empower low-income earner economically. Th e 
policy also gives flexibility in regulating micro finance institutions. 
Vulnerable group s i n smal l an d mediu m enterprise s hav e bee n empowere d economicall y by 
facilitating their access to financia l facilitie s in the form of credit training in entrepreneurship an d 
business managemen t an d accessin g market , credi t facilitie s have bee n establishe d lik e wome n 
development fund (WDF) CREW Tanzania , PRIDE, FINCA, efforts o n mobilizing communities to 
form saving and credit cooperative associations (SACCOs) and community banks. 
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Development o f appropriat e technolog y an d trainin g has bee n understoo d t o reduc e people' s 
workload in various ways particular in agricultural production food processing, energy and water. 
Poverty reductio n specifi c policies and strategie s have bee n develope d withi n th e PR S include 
agricultural development strategy (2001 ) the rural development strategy (2001 ) small and medium 
development strategy o f 2003 and the trade policy of 2003, special community based programmes 
on addressing poverty reduction such as the Tanzania social action Fund (TASAF) , Socia l Action 
Trust Fund (SATF) , Hearth Sanitation and water (HESAWA ) an d community social development 
programme( CSDP) have components gearing to improving the quality of life o f the people. 
Similarly, in 1971 the government of Tanzania established a building research unit. 
Researching int o building constructio n and buildin g materia l with emphasi s o n rural areas. The 
building researc h unit y i n cooperation wit h loca l agencie s embarke d o n housin g improvement 
campaigns (appropriate houses) covering over 30 districts in the country. 
Raw material such as burnt brick, roofing tiles. They should be available in large quantities and at 
an affordable price to encourage housing construction. These building materials can be promoted by 
ensuring th e establishmen t o f buildin g material s industria l tha t als o ca n creat e employmen t 
opportunities. 
High cost of building materials contribute largely to the high cost of housing construction because 
some of the materials are produced in some lager scale industries, which according to economies of 
scale should have had low costs of operation due to their high overhead, costs. The transport cost s 
existence o f inappropriat e standar d reduce s th e rang e o f approve d material s an d buildin g 
technologies. 
Another issue is a lack of research on alternative available building materials in various locations 
and the lack of small -scale industries for producing building materials. 
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Policy als o aim s a t improvin g th e contributio n o f buildin g material s industr y generation , 
dissemination and application of appropriate building materials. 
The Nationa l environmen t polic y o f 199 7 remind s u s tha t h e surviva l o f man depend s o n his 
harmonious relationships with the natural elements. The policy emphasizes the need to manage the 
environment an d it s natura l resource s i n way s tha t enhanc e th e potentia l fo r growt h an d th e 
opportunity fo r sustainabl e developmen t o f presen t an d futur e generation . Environmenta l 
degradation lead s t o wid e sprea d povert y an d vic e versa . Environmenta l protectio n an d 
conservation i s an integral part o f sustainable developmen t an d is indeed a socia l an d economic 
necessity. The policy document further reiterates two points: 
First of all, sustainabl e developmen t means achievin g a quality of life tha t can be maintained for 
many generation s becaus e i t i s sociall y desirable , economicall y viable an d environmentall y 
sustainable. 
Secondly, development is sustainable i f i t takes place within nature's tolerance limits. 
The policy aims at identification of key planning issue in land and environmental management and 
in the provision of housing infrastructure and services 
3.4.1. Policy Statement. 
In the policy it states that the government of Tanzania shall promote, small scale building materials 
industries labour intensive projects, earmarking of special areas within neighbourhoods for informal 
sector activities, activities which target on poverty alleviation, particularly among vulnerable groups 
e.g. women in shelter delivery and development of sustainable human settlements an d rational and 
effective land utilization (human settlement development 2001). 
Private and popular informal sector s shal l be encouraged to engage in the production of building 
materials by giving them incentives. Training on the production and use of local building materials 
like burnt bricks shall be carried out in community Development Training institutions. 
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Small-scale industries for building materials at the community level shall be promoted and the use 
of loca l building materials in public working schemes shal l be encouraged. However , to enhance 
rural economie s an d familie s the communit y members shoul d improv e thei r house s fo r bette r 
settlements. 
The us e o f building materials that cause environmental hazard should be proscribed in order for the 
building materials industry to pay a major role in the economy it is important also that the building 
of processe s tha t encourage adoptio n of appropriate technologie s an d combin e the us e o f semi-
skilled and unskilled Lab our (ibid). Th e project focuse s o n economic benefits an d low-income 
earners' development. Bric k making will direc t create job and therefore valu e income and capital 
formation .Fo r the micr o -enterprise (Burn t brick project) du e t o the fac t tha t i t can reduce th e 
magnitude of income poverty and enhancing the living standard of the people. 
3.5. Conclusion . 
In th e context s o f the micro-enterprise s an d th e burn t bricks , th e literatur e revie w chapter ha s 
explored the concepts, theoretical underpinnings and the whole policies related to the field of study. 
The revie w has seen a gap in the documented literature about burnt bricks as the subject seems to be 
technical i n civi l engineering , thoug h th e policie s guidin g ar e focusin g o n environmenta l 
conservation, use of appropriate technology, poverty reduction, and micro-enterprises development 
which b y larg e recovere d i n th e literatur e review . Th e revie w als o explore s ke y issue s an d 
challenges, which need attention by the study and especially during the data collection at the ground 
from the CBO - representatives , focuse d groups ' discussio n with respondents , an d interview with 
key informants . 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 
IMPLEMENTATION. 
This chapte r provide s a  framewor k fo r projec t implementatio n righ t from  th e origina l pla n 
(proposal), actua l implementation , performanc e indicator s an d it s subsequen t progres s report s 
realised. Under this study , th e researche r show s how the projec t actio n plan, its budget an d th e 
staffing pattern are intimately linked in the course of project implementation to realise the intended 
outputs. Th e action plan (work schedule) i s set in form of the "Gant t chart" to guide and ease the 
management an d mobilisation of resources fo r implementation. 
4.1 Products & Outputs 
By the end of second year the researcher wa s expected to accomplish the following objectives with 
some indicative outputs and products: 
Objective 01: T o reduce income poverty among community members through burnt bricks 
projects in Misungwi ward by Sept 2007. 
Outputs / products indicators. 
i . Numbe r of burnt bricks projects established . 
ii . Frequenc y of use local available building materials for making bricks. 
iii . %  of brick makers applying appropriate technology. 
iv. %  o f income generated for m the burnt bricks project activitie s 
Objective 2. To enhance the capacity of the CBO s and Community o n entrepreneurship skill, 
brick making knowledge, housing micro- enterprises and environmental conservation by Sept 
2007. 
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Output and products Indicators. 
i . Numbe r of CBO and Community Members trained. 
i i . Numbe r of training workshops. 
iii . N o of Workshop reports produced and disseminated. 
iv. Leve l of understanding among CBO and community members captured . 
Outputs and Products realised by 2007. 
The interviewees agree d tha t the burn t brick s are processe d usin g rice husks (40%) , fuel s wood 
(50%) an d othe r material s (10%) . However , most respondent s raise d a  concer n o f inadequat e 
materials aroun d thei r eas y reac h attribute d t o deforestation , lac k of capital to purchase burnin g 
materials suc h a s tree s an d rice husky that ar e scarcel y availabl e a t hig h costs. However , they 
agreed tha t introduction of burnt brick technology and their quick dissemination has helped poor 
community members to build permanent houses using the available materials and burnt bricks. 
The following effects (outcome ) have been observed in the community. 
i . Adoptio n of Burnt Bricks use has been increased in the community. 
i i . N o of houses built using Burnt Brick have increased. 
iii . A l l groups ' members have to build their own houses. 
iv. Th e economic status of the project member wil l be improved. 
v. Peopl e ar e no w awar e o n the environmenta l conservatio n measures , an d trees are bein g 
planted at household level and along individuals' boarders . 
vi. Projec t members can afford to send their children to secondary school from income generated 
from selling burnt bricks to other community members. 
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4.2. Implementation Approach Used: 
Through participator y approache s th e preliminar y implementatio n o f th e projec t enhance d 
community needs identification and priority problems for study to the addressed. Equally important, 
it has been easy to determine the role to be played by each one of the key stakeholders. 
4.2.1. Expecte d Outputs and Products. 
This section briefly outlines the main expected outputs and their products of the project intervention 
and the means of verification. 
Output I : Entrepreneurship Knowledge and skill s fo r Balizukwa micro-enterpris e improved and 
CBO member s ar e increasingl y empowere d t o operat e thei r busines s mor e sustainabl e an d 
profitably. 
Product indicator 1 : At end of the project life by Sept. 2007, 13 out of 15 members equivalen t 
to 87% are trained on entrepreneurship skill s and knowledge. 
Product indicato r 2 : At end o f year at least 80% o f CB O member s are abl e to identif y an d use locall y 
available building materials for their project and its sustainability. 
Product indicato r 3 : 1 5 CBO members are trained and able to apply appropriate technology on 
burnt bricks. 
Output II : 1 5 CB O members ar e increasingl y awar e o n th e importanc e an d benefit s o f 
environmental conservation. 
Output indicator 1: 100 % of CBO member s an d some stakeholders i n five village s of Misungwi 
ward use alternative raw materials for burning bricks and reduction in environmental depletion. 
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4.3. Projec t planning. 
The planned activities in this project ar e those expected for implementation on a partnership basi s 
with th e Misungw i Distric t counci l tha t i s a n authorize d bod y t o foste r communit y economic 
development i n the are a o f jurisdiction. Also , th e budge t i s neede d t o accomplis h the variou s 
planned activities using the resources availabl e merely co-funded by the distric t council poo l of 
resources. This includes resources lik e personal and even stationeries. 
On thi s approac h a  CE D student wil l hav e als o a n opportunity t o participat e i n district counci l 
activities especially those related to community Development whenever they are compatible to the 
project schedules and objectives. 
However, al l activitie s anticipate d /  planne d t o b e implemente d her e i n ar e bas e o n logica l 
framework plannin g approach. Hence , they ar e carefull y scrutinize d and arrange d i n an agree d 
format. Ever y activity is allocated with specific time frame. Others are slak e activities that can be 
implemented overlapping to one another withou t causing problem to the next activity while some 
are critical in the sense that there implementation or the stating of the following activity has to wait 
another tha t starte d canke r t o b e completed . Th e implementatio n Gant t char t concern s al l this 
information. Fo r every planned activity there is specific identification to responsible personal and 
resource to accomplish it successful. 
4.3.1 Projec t implementation plan. 
The study in micro-enterprise and burnt brick project aiming at achieving two objectives as follows: 
1. T o reduce incom e poverty among community members i n Misungwi War d through burn t 
bricks projects by Sep.2007. 
2. Enhancing the CBOs and Community members' capabilitie s in housing micro-enterprises, 
Building materials industries industries and appropriate technology. 
(See project work plan attachment No VII.) 
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4.4 Project Implementation. 
Project Implementation as explained in the introductory subsection of the project planning section 
accomplished through active involvement and participation of all relevant key stakeholders. These 
include; district council, village leaders, the Community members, and CED students who acted as 
an instructo r assigne d t o supervis e th e student s durin g practica l trainin g i n th e filed . Ever y 
stakeholder has a  role and specific responsibilitie s to accomplish that makes one to be important 
integral par t o f the project . Projec t activitie s implementation is arrange d throug h objective s a s 
indicated i n below narrative summar y and thereafter unde r summarize d tables an d Gantt chart. ( 
Gantt chart Attachment No. X. ) 
4.4.1 Projec t implementation Narrative Summary . 
Objective-01 activities. Three activities were implemented as explained below. 
i . Resource s organisation, mobilization and communication with the community were done. The 
CED studen t an d co- research assistan t jointly prepared the task budget an d communicated 
with all required participants including the BALIZUKW A CB O members . This was done in 
early Oct 2006, as preparatory activity before other training sessions were conducted. 
i i . Secondly , we visited the sit e together wit h 1 5 CBOs members , and other 6 brick makers to 
tour othe r simila r project s fo r th e purpos e o f observin g and enhancin g entrepreneurshi p 
capability. This was done in Nov. 2006. 
iii . Trai n CB O member s an d othe r stakeholder s o n the us e o f loca l availabl e materials. Thi s 
activity was geared to enhance the capacity of stakeholders and the CBO members to increase 
the application of locally available materials such as energy saving resources for burnt bricks. 
The activity was done in Jan. 2007. 
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Objective 2. Enhancing the CBOs and Community members' capabilitie s in housing micro-
Enterprises and appropropriate technology . Three activities are planned for 
Implementation. 
i . Trainin g on entrepreneurshi p skills.Thi s activit y was don e i n March 2007 , i n which 3 0 
participants including  the CB O members, an d othe r entrepreneur s from the communit y 
attended the training. 
i i . Trainin g o f 1 5 CB O member s an d stakeholder s leader s o n appropriat e technolog y 
application, whic h wa s held in April.2007 an d was facilitate d by the CE D togethe r with 
CDTTI technician s from  Misungw i college . Th e trainin g wa s geare d t o enhanc e th e 
capacity of brick makers and other stakeholders o n applying appropriate technologie s such 
as ric e husk s an d othe r wast e material s tha t likel y t o reduc e hig h depletio n o f natura l 
resources t o in brick industry. Th e most areas thought included , the use o f energy saving 
kilns, use o f rice husks, use o f modem moulds for casting bricks, mixing of clay soils for 
casting bricks and cost effectives measures for reducing production costs on bricks. 
ii i . Supervisio n and Spot-checking of the project activities . To be able to assess the outcome s 
and impacts realized by the project a s result of implementing its activities, monitoring and 
evaluation wa s ke y projec t componen t implemented . Th e CE D student, distric t CDO s 
officials, MRH P official s an d som e communit y representatives regularl y conducted spo t 
check o f project activitie s implemented. Throug h training sessions , CB O member s wer e 
oriented on entrepreneurship skills , supervision procedures to manage their project properly. 
The knowledge on appropriate technolog y and alternative energ y fo r burning bricks were 
also imparted and disseminated among community members. 
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4.4.2. Input s 
In order to implement the project several resources (inputs) were utilized, these included a fund that 
was available through the budget t o procure materials and transportation. Othe r inputs are human 
resources bot h traine d an d thos e untraine d from  th e community , technology applie d o n bric k 
making. Ra w materials an d tim e wer e als o vita l input s t o thi s project . Fo r instance, th e work 
schedule was reliant on the availability of timeframe. 
4.4.3 Staffin g Pattern. 
The staffing arrangement a s by the Msc - CE D student , indicates that power structure withi n the 
organization is exercised according to managerial functions of the project hierarchy, the board, the 
chairperson. , the secretary , the treasurer and other project members. A s usual, the project has an 
accountant wh o controls the project revenue an d expenditure accordin g to the approved plan and 
budget. (Job description, Org-chart Attachment No. VIII and the Budget on No.IX.) 
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Table 4. Project Implementation Report 
Objective Activity Actual implementation Time Resources Unmet Remarks 
target frame 
done. 
used. Resources 
needs. 
1. T o reducing -Preparing budget , Budget prepared, , CED- Time an d Time an d 
income povert y communication & resource mobilize d an d Students. funds fo r financial 
by establishin g resources mobilization. communication don e b y Oct. Time, organizing. constraints 
burnt brick s 75%. 2006 Funds. 
projects. 
-15 CB O members and 
-Field tour visit of CBO other 6 brick makers Nov. CED- Time an d 
members on how others 2006 Student, funds fo r 
do. 
15 CB O member s 
trained. 
, Time, 
Funds 
study tour. 
Needs t o 
-To trai n 2 1 CB O CDTTI- 6 strengthen 
members an d othe r Jan. Technician, stakeholders communicati 
stakeholders o n the use 2007. Time. not traine d on. 
of loca l availabl e due to limited 
materials. funds 
&communica 
tion. 
2. Enhancing the -Training CB O 6 CB O member s and 24 March. DED's 9 CB O Time an d 
CBOs an d Members o n other entrepreneurship 2007. Office. Members financial 
Community entrepreneurship skill s unattained constraints 
members' and knowledge. due t o 
capabilities i n shortage o f 
housing micro - 15 CB O member s finance, 
enterprises, sensitised o n appropriate April. CED- Lack o f 
Building -Sensitise 1 5 CB O technology, energ y 2007. Student,- Time, awareness 
materials members an d 3 5 saving kil n an d CED financial household 
industries an d community members on environmental Student, constraints activities. 
appropriate application o f conservation. MRHP 35 
technology. appropriate technology. 
-Project sit e visite d and 
changes proposed for 
Community 
members. 
Needs t o 
enhance 
- Supervisio n and spot Oct 06 - CED community 
checking o f projec t Aug.07. Student. capacity o n 
(M&E item) 
-Time, funds 
and transport. 
self 
monitoring 
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4.5 Conclusion . 
As th e burn t bric k projec t i s concerne d an d rura l base d i n nature , ther e ha s bee n unpleasan t 
implementation status attributed to lack of capital, inadequate raw materials, poor working tools and 
techniques, limite d time and low level of community awareness o n burnt bricks activities. Despite 
the researcher's contributio n in terms of guiding, mentoring and assistance, the reasons above have 
hampered the smoot h pace o f implementation to realize the envisage d objectives. The study then 
has provided avenues for addressing the earmarked problems as seen in the recommendation. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 
MONITORING, EVALUATION & SUSTAIN ABILITY. 
Monitoring, evaluation and sustainability are the three important components i n the project cycle . 
As researcher, I  prepared a questionnaire guide, which I used to collect information concerning the 
project implementation . I also visited the project to physical see the actua l implementation of the 
project, an d manage d t o advis e th e goo d ways t o d o bette r i n future . Durin g monitorin g and 
evaluation, I was able to assess the outputs realized and the results realized by the bunt brick project 
and se t procedures for sustaining the project benefits in future. 
5.1 Monitorin g 
Monitoring entails continuous project assessment and follow- up during the implementation stage to 
see whether the objectives and related targets are being achieved according to work schedule and 
resources available . Similarly , monitorin g involves the projec t managemen t tea m t o b e abl e t o 
assess the effective utilization of the project resources, in terms of human resources, work schedule, 
financial resources and raw materials including effective use of working tools and equipments. 
In relation to the study, monitoring of the burnt brick project aims at answering the core questions 
as to what do we want to know as regard to project implementation? 
Which do we really want to monitor in the project? &  how do we collect information related to 
monitoring? 
5.1.1 Monitorin g objectives. 
Three monitoring objectives were envisaged. 
1. T o track the regular implementation status of the burnt brick project in 
Balizukwa CBO according to targets and resources utilization by Jun. 2007. 
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2. T o enhance the capacity of 15 burnt brick makers within Balizukwa CB O 
through supportive supervision for boosting their production and income by 
Jun.2007. 
3. T o monitor the implementation of the other burnt bricks projects i n 5 villages of Misungwi 
ward if are conserving the environment by Jun. 2007. 
5.1.2 Monitorin g Activities. 
Objective 1 : To track the regular implementation status of the burnt brick project in 
one CBO according to targets and resources utilization by June 2007. 
Activities involved: 
1. Preparatio n of the monitoring checklist. 
2. Regula r follow-ups and supervision at the project site and see what is being done. 
3. Conduc t meetings with burnt brick makers for reviewing targets and resources utilization . 
Objective 02: To enhance the capacity of 21 burnt brick makers including Balizukwa 
CBO members through supportive supervision towards boosting their production and 
income by June 2007. 
Activities involved: 
1. Preparatio n of the training needs for burnt brick makers. The researcher an d his co-research 
assistants identifie d training needs an d gap s from the bric k makers an d th e communit y 
around that can be addressed durin g supportive monitoring session (training). 
2. Trainin g o f 2 1 bric k maker s o n th e us e o f appropriat e an d environmenta l friendl y 
technology, quality production and entrepreneurship skills . 
Objective 03: To monitor the implementation of the burnt bricks projects villages 
of Misungwi ward dealing with environmental conservation by June 
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2007 Activities involved: 
1. T o hold a meeting with 1 5 CBO representative s an d other 2 0 brick maker 
from the surrounding villages on environmental conservation. 
2. Trai n brick makers on use of rice husks and fuel saving kilns. 
3. T o use by -laws to preserve th e environment o n brick making business. 
(See informatio n for monitoring project operation , Indicator s an d tool for 
monitoring attachment XI). 
5.1.3. Management Information System (MIS) 
Under this study , the MIS was used a guide to gather relevant informatio n about the burnt brick 
project. Before gathering information for monitoring of the project implementation, a researcher in 
collaboration wit h the project representative s /leader s develope d a monitoring guide/checklist in 
terms of questions whic h were asked to the project beneficiaries and the community at large (see 
monitoring guide attachment No XII.). 
5.1.4. Methods Used in Monitoring 
Three methods wer e use d to collect information useful fo r monitoring of the bun t brick project; 
much of these are qualitative methods , the y include d Focused Group Discussion (FGD), direc t 
observation and secondary dat a as a quantitative method . The main purpose o f monitoring was to 
assess th e implementatio n statu s i n relation t o planne d objectives , activitie s an d timeframe s 
schedules. 
5.1.5. Focused group discussion 
As monitoring is a continuous exercise of the project cycl e to assess the implementation status at 
every stage towards realization of the project objectives . During early stages of the project I visited 
the target group to see if they had adopted whatsoeve r w e had discussed about thei r organization 
and project operations. I applied participatory interviews and group discussions to gather 
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information abou t the projec t implementation . The gathered informatio n helped me to assess the 
performance based on project objectives and their related activities. The monitoring guide assisted 
me to correct problems, which needed immediat e actions with limite d resources. One of the key 
problems addressed in the course of the project monitoring, when we had our firs meeting in June 
2006,1 discovered some gaps in quality and production capability. 
There was a need to conduct a capacity building training to 6 CBO members on entrepreneurship 
skills, appropriate technology and quality control, which were identified as weakness areas affected 
the production , and marketing of the bu m brick projec t i n the are a o f the study . The outcome 
indicators have been an increased efficiency i n brick production, better brick quality and increased 
income generated from the burnt brick business in the area. Similarly, I was able to determine type 
of resource s neede d fo r th e projec t suc h as huma n capital , materials equipment s an d financia l 
resources. A s a CE D student s and my co- researchers facilitate d the monitorin g pro cess i n an 
efficient manner . 
5.1.6. Direct Observation 
Through regular visits to the project site, I was able to observe the real project physical progress and 
conceptualise the real problems facing the CBO and community involved in burnt brick activities. 
However, in observing the researcher identifie d that the brick makers had inadequate skills , which 
attributed to their poor workmanship as the quality of bricks were poorly made. Similarly, I noticed 
that there was a  problem on the availabilit y o f raw materials such as fue l woo d an d rice husks 
simply because the brick makers used cow dug, millet husks powered rice husks remaining and saw 
dusts, most of these materials were weak and did not bum bricks properly. 
For the purpose of this study, the following means of the verification constituted to the monitoring 
tools. 
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i . Implementatio n reports wer e written and distributed to al l relevant key stakeholders o n a 
monthly, quarterly, bi annual and annual basis. 
i i . Quarterl y participatory monitoring was don e o n partnership betwee n th e distric t counci l 
CBO members' donors . The CED student facilitated the CB O and assisted in designing the 
format and forms used in Project monitoring. 
iii . Gant t chart was used to allocate time frame resources an d responsible personnel's fo r each 
activity. Th e time fo r starting and finishing  the projec t implementatio n was identified . If 
much of financial resources or time is spent than how was planned the implementation status 
indicate existence of problems that have to be solved if the project was to proceed well. 
The CBO' s leader s wer e require d t o repor t ever y month , quarterly , sem i annual , an d annua l 
progress reports . Th e origina l monitorin g was conducte d throug h ora l question from  th e grou p 
members, meeting written questionnaires, observation to report the progress towards the goals and 
objectives. This is an integral part of the focused group discussion, which was done using the PR A 
tools, a s every stakeholder wa s actively involved in the discussion . The Gantt chart used also to 
reveal responsibilities of every actor and resources to used as well as timeframe for each activity. If 
much of financial resources o r time is spent than how was planned the implementation status this 
indicated existenc e o f som e problem s tha t nee d a n immediat e attentio n befor e th e projec t 
implementation proceed. 
5.1.7. Monitoring team 
The monitorin g team wa s comprise d o f the CBO' s leaders , villag e leaders , bric k maker s an d 
officials from community development department. It also involved a team of CED student and co-
research assistant s wh o collectivel y participate d i n th e monitorin g exercise . However , 
representatives from  th e BALIZUKW A CB O acte d as a host organization and provided adequate 
information about the study. 
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5.1.8. Summary monitoring Table. 
Goal: Under this study, the monitoring goal was to have effectiv e an d regular assessment of the 
burnt brick project implementation status against its set objectives and resources in a given time by 
April. 2007. (se e the summary monitoring table Attachmen t No .XII . B.) 
5.1.9. Analysis of Presentation 
As the monitoring exercise was regularly conducted, various stakeholders wer e involved to assess 
the project implementation status and able to address issues of concerns which hindered the smooth 
progress o f the burn t brick project. Th e methods an d tools used in handling the monitoring were 
participatory and easy to gather information from the project and to its beneficiaries. The checklist 
(interview guide) applied for soliciting information was too flexible such that influenced great part 
of stakeholder s t o provide relevan t informatio n durin g discussio n withi n th e premises o f the 
identified issues. 
Critical issues observe d during monitoring exercise were those needed specia l attention to rectify 
the situation whether for the betterment of the project or for the change of implementation style but 
merely within the context of the project objectives and targets. One critical issues addressed during 
monitoring was that, since the burnt brick project (BALIZUKW A CBO ) wa s constrained with the 
limited supply of raw materials such as rice husks and firewood, it was necessary t o link with the 
business peopl e i n the nearby urba n centre s where th e rice husking factories ar e located coul d 
reserve and sell rice husks to the project at an affordable price. 
As explaine d above, there were numerous activitie s formulated from three main objectives o f the 
burnt bric k projec t whos e monitorin g was effectively done . Thei r indicator s (bot h direc t and 
indirect) were developed to measure the quantitative and qualitative outcomes o f the activities and 
indirect changes accrued from such activities 
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Finally, monitoring in its totality helps the project implementation to be carried out in a good pace 
as som e errors ca n be corrected as the monitoring missions reveals them and advice accordingl y 
toward achieving project desired objectives and targets. Sometimes, monitoring involved capacity 
building sessions to enhance the capacity of beneficiaries in some issues, which contributed to their 
inefficiency as observed by the monitoring team through supportive monitoring. 
5.2: Evaluatio n 
Evaluation refers t o periodical assessment of the projec t performance a t three levels that is from 
feasibility stage , mid implementation stage and a t th e en d o f the project . I t enable s th e projec t 
beneficiaries t o se e i f the projec t objective s are achieve d and its intended changes &  results ar e 
being observed in the community. Evaluatio n also helps both internal and external people to know 
whether the project was implemented successfully or it was partially done with different interests . 
5.2.1. Evaluation Objective : The major objectiv e of the evaluatio n is to assess the performanc e 
and impact realized from the implementation of the BALIZUKWA CBO-bum t bricks project in the 
community. 
5.2.2 Activitie s associated. 
1. To identify the Need and gaps occurred during the implementation. 
2. To identify generated outcomes, benefits and results of the projects. 
3. Revie w performance for next phase of the Burnt brick project (planning for the future. ) 
In orde r t o conduc t evaluatio n o f th e burn t bric k projec t unde r th e BALIZUKW A CB O one 
objective wa s develope d wit h som e activitie s to suppor t a n effectiv e evaluatio n process. CED 
student, co-researcher and the CBO representativ e ha d an opportunity to assess the impacts/results 
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realized by the project based on the evaluation findings. A t the end of the project implementation 
period, the following results observed. 
• CB O members an d the community are able to identify and use the loca l available building 
materials for building their houses. 
• 1 3 ou t 1 5 member s traine d o n housing-entrepreneurshi p skill s an d knowledg e (Boo k 
Keeping, Project Planning and Management, Business Communication Skills). The village 
council at the end of first year of the project implementation the village council could have 
allocated a permanent sit e and shelter for CBO to operate their activities. 
• A t least 1 0 new members joined the CBO due to its good performance an d being focused to 
improve the socio- economic status of the members. 
• Th e CBO members have constructed improved houses using burnt bricks this is seen to be 
an indicators of improvement in their standard of living. 
Another thing was evaluate the impacts on environment, to see whether the project contributed 
to hig h rate o f deforestation an d othe r environmen t problem s suc h a s wate r erosion , win d 
erosion an d lan d degradation . Th e genera l observatio n o n the environment , th e surroundin g 
environment is greatly depleted and one of the causes is high consumption rate of wood fuel s 
for cooking and for burning bricks. Given the mass mobilisation done by various organisation 
and government initiatives , there has been a positive change in community behaviour and habit 
toward environmenta l conservation . The continuous us e o f rice husks fo r burning bricks has 
widespread acros s th e are a o f study an d the whol e community is enlightened o n the us e of 
appropriate technology and energy saving Kilns or stoves. 
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5.2.3. Methods for conducting Evaluation: 
Because the project has not yet come to an end, the study dealt with the midterm evaluation to 
evaluate the targets, objective to meet the original project goals . Three methods were applied for 
evaluation; these were focused group discussion, direct observation, and secondary data discussion. 
5.2.3.1. Focused Group Discussion (FGD) 
This method was applied in participatory manor in which various stakeholders suc h as villagers, 
district councils ' officials , CBO' s members , communit y representatives , villag e governmen t 
leaders, MRH P representative , CE D studen t superviso r to assess the impact and results generate d 
by the project. Initiall y a set of questions were prepared by the research in collaboration with the 
beneficiary communit y in burnt bric k industry , these questions guide d the whole discussion on 
evaluation process. During discussion every participant was given an opportunity on what he/she 
has seen the project implementation and the way she/he should suggest to do better in future before 
come to an end. 
5.2.3.2. Field Visit 
Another method applied was the field evaluation visits to meet with project beneficiaries and some 
community members. A team of project beneficiaries and the CED researchin g team collectively 
visited the project to see physically what has been implemented. By observing there were able to 
see and comment during evaluation. 
5.2.3.3. Secondary Data. 
Since the project has been in operation for long time , various project report s wer e written and 
submitted to the project implementatio n committees. Th e researcher use d suc h reports to track 
record of the project performance and able to assess the positive and negative performance of the 
project. The available information was useful in assessing the project performance records and its 
impact realised in the course of project implementation. 
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5.2.4 Summativ e Evaluation 
Summative evaluatio n focuse s o n collectin g an d presentin g informatio n tha t ar e neede d fo r 
summary statements and judgments abou t the program and its value. I n respect o f the burnt brick 
project, summativ e evaluation (especially the mid term evaluation) was conducted in March 2007, 
which assesse d th e previou s projec t implementatio n an d impact s realised . Ke y elements wer e 
geared t o increas e th e proportio n of participants i n the evaluatio n team mostl y from government 
officials, civi l institutiona l leaders an d som e stakeholder s from  amon g the burn t bric k makers ' -
community wh o had direc t benefit s from  th e bric k projec t fo r generatin g o f their income . The 
project ha s create d employmen t opportunitie s amon g yout h communit y members an d helped t o 
fight agains t poverty and conserving the environment. 
During the participatory mid-term evaluation, the assessment of performance, result s an d change s 
accrued from the project were attended by the evaluation team. O n the performance assessment , the 
issue her e wa s t o se e i f the projec t ha s bee n implemente d accordin g to th e planne d activitie s 
compared t o wha t initiall y planne d usin g limite d an d availabl e financial,  materia l an d huma n 
resources. Th e findings from the evaluatio n team, indicate s that the burn t bric k project wa s no t 
implemented according to schedule an d pre-determined objectives . Thi s was attributed t o reasons 
such a s limite d resource s an d inadequat e ra w materials , lac k o f skill s o n us e o f appropriat e 
technology and the general rural hardship caused by poverty. 
Despite som e stakeholder s i n the BALIZUKW A CBO s ha d attende d som e trainin g sessions o n 
entrepreneurship skills , environmental conservation, and use of appropriate technology for the sake 
of improvin g their production capacity in the burnt brick industry, their results seemed not to bear 
positive result s a s expected . Th e trained stakeholder s wer e just fe w an d affecte d wit h th e poo r 
environment t o bring about rapi d changes i n the communit y in which the burn t bric k industry is 
mushrooming. 
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However, when the evaluation team measure the changes or results occurred by implementing the 
burnt brick project and their collaboration with the BALIZUKWA CBO . Som e measurable changes 
or result s were realized in terms of people engagement i n CBO an d work together to achieve the 
common goal in burnt brick industry, which in the past was not the case. 
Similarly, variou s stakeholder s ar e no t awar e o f protecting th e environmen t throug h usin g 
alternatives sources of raw materials for burning bricks such as rice husks, cow dugs and millets 
/saw dust . 
It was noticed during the evaluation that simila r projects o n burnt bricks wil l spee d up the rural 
development especially the speed for building low cos t houses suitable for poor people in the rural 
areas. 
5.2.5. Composition of Evaluation Team 
The evaluatio n team was comprised of the CBO' s leaders , village leaders, MRHP representative , 
brick- makers and officials from  communit y development department. I t also involved a team of 
CED studen t and his research assistants who actively participated in the monitoring exercise. 
5.2.6. Performance Indicators. 
As observe d and revealed in the assessment o f results or successes of the project, there were some 
indicators applie d to detect suc h changes as a result of project implementation in the area. Th e 
available sources of information were from project reports, research guide collected by the CE D 
student and the secondary information from the existing data and from other recent studies on burnt 
bricks. Th e realized performance indicators included: 
• 5  women from among CBO member s have acquired and planted trees as one of the famil y 
woodlots. This reduces environmental depletion rate and made easy access to fuel woods. 
• Stron g CBO has been establishe d wit h target s to produce burn t brick s a s a sourc e of 
improving their livelihoods. 
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• Increase d community awareness on the importance of using burnt bricks for rural housing 
and application of appropriate technology. This justified from the high rate of dissemination 
of burnt brick activities in the surrounding communities. 
• Enhance d capacity of Burnt bricks stakeholders on various issues such as micro- housing 
projects and entrepreneurship skills 
5.2.7 Summary Evaluation 
Goal of Evaluation is to assess the impact realized from the burnt brick project. 
Narrative Performance indicators Expected outcome Actual outcome 
To Asses s th e 
performance and results 
realized from the burnt 
bricks projec t i n th e 
community. 
-Implementation Statu s i s 
achieved b y 75 % agains t 
actual implementation. 
-Change i n livelihoo d 
attained. 
-No of people were involved 
in the project. 
-No o f house s constructe d 
using burnt bricks. 
-Level o f knowledg e an d 
skills attaine d b y projec t 
beneficiaries. 
-Level o f environmenta l 
conservation campaign 
-Level o f burn t brick s 
dissemination an d use s o f 
appropriate technology. 
-Dissemination o f improve d 
houses. 
-Increased incom e amon g 
bumtbrickprojeefbeneficiaries. 
-Level of poverty reduced. 
-Quality o f burn t brick s 
produced increased. 
-Mushrooming o f micro -
housing enterprises. 
-Environmental conservatio n 
initiatives ar e seriousl y 
implemented. 
- 2 5 %  of th e communit y has 
built improve d house s usin g 
burnt bricks (low cost housing). 
-Income o f beneficiarie s 
increased b y 50% compare d to 
the pre-project period. 
-Level o f povert y amon g brick 
makers is relatively reduced. 
-Quality o f brick s i s bein g 
improved. 
-Micro-housing enterprise s 
increased b y 80 % i n th e 
community. 
Positive altitud e toward s 
environmental conservatio n i s 
maintained. 
5.2.8 Analysis and presentation of evaluation Results 
Pursuant to the evaluation findings of the burnt brick project, key issues were critically analysed 
based on their relevance and possible future options. These included the following: 
a. A n Evaluation was a participatory process. 
The mode of operation of the evaluation was participatory in nature as all stakeholders were 
involved i n the assessin g the project performanc e an d observing results witnessed from  the 
project. 
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Its methods applied were friendly and flexible to every respondent i n a way were able to provide 
their accumulated experience and knowledge about the burnt brick project. 
b. Th e project not implemented according to action plan. 
In assessing the pace of project implementation, the work schedule was checked and found that 
most o f the planne d activitie s were no t accomplishe d in time o r rathe r implemente d below 
capacity. This vividly showed a certain level of inefficiency. Whe n the respondents aske d what 
were th e reason s fo r no t meetin g the target , reasons give n included short perio d devoted by 
people i n brick makin g business. A s this activit y was effectivel y conducte d durin g the dr y 
seasons between July and October, at the same time people had affected wit h drought and food 
insecurity the y concentrate d wit h searchin g supplementin g foo d durin g rainy season. I n this 
respect, thi s study agree with the fac t that food production in rural area has direc t relationship 
with all economic and development activities carried in the same community. 
c. Inadequate raw materials. 
It was revealed by the evaluation team that the root cause of poor burnt brick production is the 
availability o f raw materials, especially those use d to bum bricks. A s discussed above, burnt 
bricks normally use raw materials from natural resources, such as firewood, and during bumper 
harvest o f paddy then rice husk can be applied to bum bricks. I n most cases , availabilit y raw 
materials such as rice husk been a problem and some are very expensive especially buying and 
transportation costs from the milling machines up to the burnt brick factories in remote area. 
d. Lack of skills on appropriate technology. 
The respondents durin g evaluation, agreed to have incapacity attributed to lack of skills on the 
application of appropriate technology. The y appreciated of having short tern seminars training 
from the community development departments an d that were facilitated by the team of CED 
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students an d researc h assistants , thes e kin d o f trainin g wer e no t enoug h t o improv e thei r 
knowledge and skil l in appropriate technolog y as well as entrepreneurship skills . Despite such 
enlighten o n appropriat e technology , th e applicatio n is no t widel y covere d a s ove r 60 % of 
participants o r projec t beneficiarie s stil l usin g rudimenta l way s o f burnin g brick s suc h a s 
firewood, which are not energy saving technology and give poor products, 
e. Prevalence of community poverty. 
There is a general relationship between any community intervention and the status of poverty in 
the sampl e community ; the evaluatio n team reveale d that extreme povert y has bee n th e roo t 
cause of failure in the brick making industry. As people are poor in both income poverty, lack of 
education, hunge r an d prevalenc e o f diseases , thei r productio n capacit y i n th e burn t bric k 
industry is also negatively affected. Th e researcher conclud e that the weak production capacity 
in the burnt brick projects, thoug h with the supervision of the CB O stil l poverty has a space to 
destruct the intended plan of operation hence inefficiency . 
5.3 Sustainability 
Sustainability refers to the capacity of a project to continue functioning and rendering its services in 
absence of the suppor t suc h as financia l resources . Th e sustainabilit y of the projec t i s relevant 
when th e desire d service s ar e persistentl y functionin g b y deployin g it s endowe d resource s 
(materials, human and accumulated expertise). 
Sustainability o f th e projec t ca n als o b e notice d b y wa y o f th e leve l o f disseminatio n an d 
strengthened mechanis m and procedure in managing the project, which also can be handled over to 
the key stakeholders. I t is likely to be achieved as it is rooted from the identified needs of the CB O 
members. Sinc e CBO members were trained on entrepreneurship skill s and experts are available at 
district level, continuous monitoring and evaluation will be done. 
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Similarly, as the planned activities are part of their daily responsibilities, improvement on the burnt 
bricks productio n i s o f vita l importanc e though t th e assistanc e o f the communit y development 
department personne l an d regula r follow-up s b y th e CE D who usuall y offere d supportiv e 
supervision and capacity building sessions. 
Because the community felts needs were identified by the community members through CNA under 
the BALIZUKW A CBO . I n order to strengthen sustainabilit y of the burnt bricks project activities 
implementation, severa l trainin g session s wer e carrie d ou t tha t geare d t o impar t skill s an d 
knowledge among stakeholders an d the community at large involved in burnt brick activities. For 
instance, owing to the fact that the burnt brick project is established at the grassroots, 35 community 
members wer e traine d t o manag e th e project , knowin g the appropriat e technolog y using saving 
kilns and rice husks, and other materials, which can be found in their community. 
However, the sustainability is guaranteed i n provision of proper policies to guide the housing-micro 
enterprises, availabilit y of alternative source of building materials, the continuation interaction with 
change agent will enhanc e sustainability , strengthening o f micro enterprises trainin g for providing 
more substitut e incom e an d outlin e training and seminar s concernin g knowledge an d skill s o n 
running th e project . Th e project ensure s community a activ e participation in all stages of the 
project: identification , planning, Implementation an d Monitorin g an d evaluation . This alon e can 
contribute to strengthen the sustainability of the project. 
On th e financial aspects , the burnt brick project is expected to improve because the demand now is 
increasing due to more people adapting the uses of burnt bricks for building their houses instead of 
using mud and pole materials whic h doe s no t conserve the environment . Agai n a t the are a th e 
establishment o f many institution make the sell of burnt bricks to be high the situation that ensuring 
high income as well as sustainability of the project and well being of the CBO Members. 
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Another aspect of finance is that some fuel wood, which have used as materials for burning bricks 
now is used for other purposes so as conserving environment. Misungwi brick makers groups are in 
the process of establishing an association that will help them to generating more income. Th e CED 
Msc student has encouraged the groups to form SACCO S that can help them to raise funds for their 
interventions. 
Balizukwa a s CB O no w have three acres o f small-scale forestry, whic h expected to sustain their 
project since the forest output can be used as a source of materials for burning bricks. 
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CHAPTER SIX: 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 
This chapter provides conclusion and summary of recommendations of the study including the way 
forward to addresses the outstanding problems note d in the course of the project implementations 
and study findings based on the information gathered by the researcher fo r specific use in this study. 
Decision an d Polic y maker s ca n use th e recommendation s o f this stud y when addressing issue s 
related to poverty reduction through housing micro-enterprises and appropriate technology in burnt 
bricks. 
6.1. Recommendations. 
In the light of the above findings and status of implementation of the Balizukwa burnt brick project, 
researcher's assessment on the contributio n of the burnt brick projects o n the people's livelihoo d 
and environment conservation has been covered with the findings. As this paper aims at giving the 
recommendation and policy options that if applied could improve the welfare of the brick makers in 
the rural area and contribute in the fight against poverty, a common phenomenon in rural Tanzania. 
The study recommendations are the following : 
As a result of shortage of tree resources and rice husk materials for burning bricks people should be 
encouraged to establish woodlands (Ngitiri) around their homestead an d surrounding farms whic h 
eventually be use d a s wood fuel fo r brick making . Similarly increas e padd y production in years 
with good climate for rice husk production. 
i . Polic y makers have to expand the informal sector (micro-enterprises) with flexible policies, 
which favours the promotion of small-scale enterprises. 
i i . Th e government and business community should expand local market opportunities for food 
crops and burnt bricks so that community people could access to stable and reliable market 
of their products. 
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i i i . Trainin g institution s an d othe r researc h institution s shoul d researc h a n energ y servin g 
technology for burnt brick and devise alternative use of locally available materials such as 
millet husks, cotton and other crop waste products. 
iv. Basi c education at primary school and secondary education should incorporate curriculum 
on appropriat e technology, crafts and masonry works especially to improve low cost houses 
and housing environment and disseminate the technology widely in the rura l areas like in 
Burundi, Rwanda and Kenya where burnt bricks are common for building houses. 
v. Th e government should speed up the process of land surveying rural area; this will make all 
land in the community to apply as collateral (tangible assets) which can help them to secure 
loans and credits from financial institutions. 
vi. Promot e trainin g o f micro , smal l enterpris e i n technical , managerial , analytica l an d 
organizational skills for all institutions involved in burnt bricks. 
vii. Enhanc e self-coordinatio n amon g NGO s wit h t o governmen t a t al l levels , distric t 
committees suc h se t u p t o b e establishe d a t al l levels. Also encourag e disseminatio n of 
positive information about micr o and smal l enterprise throug h al l forms of media, formal 
and informal. 
viii. Promot e self-organization among micro and small enterprises fo r networking, lobbying and 
advocacy on low cos t technology and micro-enterprises. 
6.2 Conclusion . 
This study has deeply explored the key factors affecting the performance o f the burnt brick project 
and its relationship to the micro-enterprises. As observed in the CNA and in problems identification 
sections above , problem s suc h a s shortag e o f ra w materials , lac k o f capital , inadequat e 
entrepreneurship skill s amon g brick makers , hig h environmental resources depletion , inadequat e 
use of appropriate technology in brick making are the contributing factors earmarked in the study. It 
is clearly noted by the study that working in groups such as those in the BALIZUKWA CB O 
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increases th e securit y and morale of working effectively. The study urges the rural community to 
establish many CBOS , whic h may foster thei r income generating activitie s (micro-enterprises) a s 
mechanisms for combating poverty and improve the standard of living. 
Since the project was expected to improve the livelihood and income of the people through selling 
of th e projec t product s an d conserv e environmen t b y usin g energy savin g materials a s par t of 
appropriate technology initiatives. Most rural community have developed desire to build permanent 
houses usin g burnt bricks , whos e cost s i s cheap , an d ca n b e produce d usin g locall y available 
materials. 
Finally, this study has achieved its objectives, though there are gaps that need further research the 
field o f study. The study recommendations shal l be applied by policy makers and decision makers 
to improve the standard of living among the rural community by having permanent houses , earning 
good incomes, enhancing capacities of micro-enterprises and conserving the environment. A ll these 
are geared towards attaining sustainable micro-enterprise development and combating rural poverty. 
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